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CITY EDITION

thrown in a heap, were found four
MORE MONEY NEEDED
being conveyed by the United States
bodies, bloated and disfigured. In an
Washington, May 12. In a confer
battleship Iowa. The condition of the
other room, totally shut out from
ence between President Taf t, Secretary
steamship i such that we are forced
sunlight, or fresh air, were half
of the Interior Fisher and Brigadier
to keep her stem to the running seas.
dozen others, who had almost lo'jt
General Malshall (retired) consulting
We have reinforced the collision bulk
semblance to human beings from ery
engineer of the Interior department,
heads and hall make an attempt to
sipelas or the wasting typhoid fever.
It was decided that congress should
get into desapeake Bay. Our posi
Another, typhoid stricken and almost
be asked for an additional appropria
tion at noon was 183 miles south of
naked, lay on the ground outside the
tion, probably $200,000 to complete the
Sandy Hook"
door of one of the
reclamation work of the Imperial val- rooms. Over the mouth and eyes of
'ey, of California, and Mexico. Secre
ALREADY ADVANCE GUARDS ARE the dying wretch hovered a swarm MEXICAN
Few American Passenger
GOVERNMENT
CON tary Fisher said that the Insurrection TWO STEAMSHIPS COLLIDE
OFF
JUDGE CARPENTER OF CHICAGO
of flies. Another skeleton
mutely
ENCAMPED AROUND CAPITAL
Havana, May 12. The only Ameri
In Mexico was Interfering with the
ATLANTIC COAST, WITH DIS
DEMNS HIS SURRENDER
REMOVES LAST OBSTACLE
cans on ihe passenger list of the
pointed to his leg. It had been brokwork in the valley, but that it might
CITY
ASTROUS RESULTS
OF JUAREZ
TO TRIAL
en by a bullet at Casas Grandee. A
steamer, Merida, which sailed from
be suspended during the summer.
rough board stretching from the poor
here Tuesday for New York, are Phil
RESIDENTS PANIC STRICKEN fellow's hip to his ankle had been HE SHOULD HAYE HELD OUT
RAMMED VESSEL TO BOTTOM lip Lynch, Robert Wright, Mrs. Wright ANTI-TRUS- T
MANN SWEEPS HIS OWN ROOM
LAW ISiVALID
bound to the fractured
limb.
The
and William White, the latter a Cana
12. Representa
May
Washington,
bandages had not been touched since
'
dian.
ARMED MOB ENTERS OUTSKIRTS
SUPERIORS CAN'T UNDERSTAND tive Mann has betrayed peevishness THOSE ON BOARD TAKEN OFF IN
that time.
IT HAD BEEN ATTACKED AS UN
over the dcmooratlo streak of econ
AND LOOTS STORES, DEFYING
WHY HE QUIT WHILE STILL
LIFE BOATS, BUT LOST
Still another, with his upper leg
CONSTITUTIONAL
BY
omy. He said the democrat had been
TAFT FREES LIFE CONVICT
at Casas
shattered by a bullet
FEDERAL GARRISON
ABLE TO FIGHT
THEIR BAGGAGE
In
room
him
a
aa
generous
providing
Grandes had received even less atWashington, May 12. President
minority leader, but had neglected to
tention. Bandages had been placed
Taft, la granting executive clemency
NEAR ANARCHTNOW PREVAILS around the wound. That
'was all. He, THE EVIDENCE MAY SAVE HIM lurnirn a janitor, ana ne was com BATTLESHIP HEARD THE CALLS to Daniel T. Jones, serving a life INDICTMENTS ALSO FLAWLESS
pelled to sweep it himself. He said
sentence for murder in Leavenworth
too, had received no meoVcal atten
he had pur in a requisition for a car
prison,
EXTREME VIOLENCE EXHIBITED tion since the Casas Grandes fight WHEN TRUTH IS KNOWN, MANY
brought to light a sordid story
THE IOWA AND ANOTHER
SHIP
pet sweeper, but it had been refused
about a pioneer's life along the In- GRAND JURY COULD NOT HAVE
and gangrene had set in.
BY
INSURRECTOS
CAUSES
BELIEVE COMMANDER WILL
WENT TO ASSISTANCE,
by the democrats, who either didn't
BEEN MORE SPECIFIC IN
A number of other wounded were
dian territory frontier in the '70's.
GREAT APPREHENSION
know
BE
ACCIDENT
VINDICATED
what
was
or
it
a
wan
It
r
in such shape that the surgeons and
senthought
Jones,, after serving a
CHARGES, SAYS COURT
ton luxury.
nurses- - did not dare touch them until
tence in a Texas jail, returned to the
New Yorn, May 12. The steamship then Indian territory to find his home
Chihuahua, Mex. (Via El Pa bo, they had
Mexico City, May 12. Extreme pre
received
their rubber
Chicago, May 12. The demurrers of
gloves from the supply depot at El cautionary measures have been taken
Tex.) May 12. Two thousand
Merida, with 207 passengers aboard. wrecked by his
William. the Chicago packers in the "Beef
cousin,
NICARAGUA AGAIN TRANQUIL
by the Mexican government to prevent
comprising part of the Paso.
Managua, Nicaragua, May 12. The from Havana for this city, was ram There were reconciliations and the Trhst" cases, were overruled today by
Stretched out on the floor in one a th'reatened student uprising.
Con- resignation of Presldc-n- t
rebel army operating in the districts
Estrada in med by the steamer Admiral Farragut, family moved to the wilderness along Judge Carpenter In the United States
room were five wounded men. One siderable uneasiness
reas
a
favor of
prevails
Adolfo Diaz, from Philadelphia for Port Antonio, the Red river. One night, early In district court.
south of here, today are reported aa
was dying from a shot through the sult of the report that ' students has ileared the
off Cape Charles, shortly after mid 1874, William Jones was shot and
In his ruling, Judge Carpenter de
atmosphere here for
inarching on Chihuahua.
lungs, but he had received the at- have planned a political demonstra- the tfme being and disorders have night. The Merida's passengers were killed in the cabin the family occu- clared that the Sherman anti-tru.ajreaay xne advance guards are tention of a woman, twhp crouched tion and also because of a possible ceased in the capital. Estrada, in com- transferred to the Admiral Farragut. pied. Jones has served twenty-sevelaw, which had been attacked by the
encamped around the oity. An armed at the side of the unconscious man, attack on' the capital by insurrectos. pany with former Minister of the In Five hours iafter the collision, the Mer years behind prison walls, the equiva- packers, is constitutional. He also
r
forty-yealent
of
a
sentence.
mob early today entered a suburb, fanning the flies from his face and
The officials of the war department terior Moncado. has left the
held that the indictments, charging J.
city and ida sank.
looted stores took all the horses, and, weeping silently.
decline to comment on any action to
Wireless distress signals brought
new cabinet has been formed, with
Ogden Armour and other packers with,
be 'taken toward General Juan Navar General Mena
Iowa
despite the presence of 1,500 federal
retaining his portfolio he United States battleship
violating its provisions, is valid.
ro as a result , of his surrender of as minister of war.
and the steamship Hamilton, to thvj MADERO THREATENS TO
troops in nearby barracks, escaped,
As to tho stability of the indict
Santa Eulalia, an Important mining PROMINENT LAWYER
Merida's assistance. The Admiral FarJuarez, but it s said that the behavior
ments as n whole. Judge Carpenter
of the federal officer did not receive
camp 12 miles to the east, has been
ragut, which had but one passenger on
ATTACKMEXICO CITY Raid:
abandoned by all the municipal ofthe approval of his superiors. It is rewas also damaged In the col
board,
"I do not see how the grand jury
TO WED IS RUMOR ported that he will be tried by a court HERMOSILLO SURE
ficers because of the approach of
lision. Officers of the Merida went
could have made the charge more de
The place is now regulat
martial and that the court will sit at
among the passengers and assured UNLESS DIAZ RESIGNS, REBEL finite. The whole plan, that of the
ed wholly by Americans employed ialCApTAL CITY
a
Chihuahua
few
them
within
FALL
there was no danger. The pasTO
IS
BELIEF
days..
packers as alleged In the indictment.
LEADER WILL SEND TROOPS
S0C,ETY INTEREST
iuo mines.
Notwithstanding press and consular
sengers weie transferred to the Farrafrom its Inception, appears plainly to
ED IN REPORT, WHICH IS
AGAINST
CAPITAL
This city, long In dread of an at
reporst of the federal commanders'
gut In life boats. They lost all their
be one to eliminate competition aa a
GENERAL
UNCONFIRMED
MOVEMENT
INSUR
OF
heroic stanJ, the fact that he display
tack. Is now in greater danger than
factor In fixing prices among the three
baggage.
"Un12.
San
Antonio, Tex., May
ever because of the extreme violence
RECTO
ed the white flag when apparently
AGAINST
TROOPS
According to a wireless despatch
groups of defendants, beginning with
12. Rumor
shown by the insurrectos In their
Stood Hcbting condition, la widely
Santa Fe, N. .M..
received here at 10 o'clock, the etean? Jees) Presfdekit Diaz resigns iand the agreement not to bid against each,
CAPITAL OF SONORA
'
is
made
at
General
peace
once.
Fran
district
a
northward march. The whole
of
this
aa
has
it
commented
that
Is
remarkable.
It
lawyer
upon
leading
chip Hamilton later took the MeridaV, cisco I.
other and in fact to bid exactly the
and in- city,
who Is also well
embracing: lAimuro, Tori-eo- n
known believed by many, however, that the
Madero, my brother, chief of
12. Without passengers and crew off the Farragut.
Cananea,
amounts tor Ilka grade of live- - '
May
Sunora,
Bams
termediate towns has been in a state throughout the
the
be
will
revolutionary movement,
territory, is to wed an evidence to be developed by the court having demanftnd the surrender of The Hamilton will arrive at Norfolk
toe It. fixing a uniform moiling prloe
&
men
of
foroe
20.000
over
a
for
-through
leading
approaching anarchy
equally prominent jnember of Capital martial mar vfndlcate him.
with an apportionment
'
Cananea,' Juan Oabral moved BOUCIl' latt. today.
of Mexico City In less and ending
week.
A. later . wireless message from the (ttreeta
City society In the near future. The
among-- themsolvea of the total busi
ward
hia
with
combined
force
todar
a
no
than
la
month.
This
idle
talk.
movements
the two have been seen together not a COLONEL RABAGO LOCATED
To conceal their
of rebels, numbering about 2,000. Hie Captain Mader, of the Admiral Farra
Is the military plan which he has ness done.
InsurrectOB have destroyed all the little of late and this has given rise
El Paso, Tex., May 12. Americans destination 1b believed to be Hermo gut, said ttat the Farragut was float- It
I am of the opinion that the facts
railroad to the report of an early marriage. It
and
remaining telegraph
here from Chihuahua by sillo. There is a general movement of ing on its fore collision bulk head. adopted."
returning
stated In the indictments show clear
This
was
statement
Its
made here last
lines, so that Chihuah.ua City, with
may be, however, that dame rumor Is automobile early today, reported that insurrecto troops against the capital This leads to the belief that the Fara plan or scheme organized and
35,000 inhabitants, has been isolated mistaken and that the attachment of General
night by Alfonso Madero, recently a ly
with about 300 fed- of Sonora. The rebels have burned ragut was seriously damaged.
Rabago,
in operation by the defendants,
put
for practically two weeks. This dis- the two is
peace emissary.
of friendship and eral soldiers, is still at Terrazas, 200 four railroad
that
only
ultimate
the
of which wm to
Cananea
between
bridges
patch had to be taken 225 miles over- the
The City of Mexico Is the objec control the purpose
enjoyment of each other's com- miles south of here, awaiting orders. and Naco, stopping all traffic over the
sale and dis
production,
Farragut Sends Message
land by automobile to El Paso, Tex.,
tive point," Alfonso Modero
said. tribution of fresh meat
An insurrecto force of about 250 men
pany.
All
Pacific
line.
the
throughout a
bullion
Southern
Admiral
On
the
for transmission.
Board
Farragut, by My brother as soon as it is definitely
In any event, if this wedding does has left nere to meet them, should from the Cananea smelters is
shipped Wireless, 3:30 P. M. (Bulletin) May determined there shall be no further large section of this country and, as
not take place, there are several other they advanre toward Juarez.
incidental to that control, to lower
over this line, which also carries all 12. "We are headed for shoal water,
peace moves, will start south gatherFIRST SUNSTROKE t M NEW YORK likely weddings in June, the month of
to the producer of the raw mathe supplies for the camp. The garri
prices
ing in bis soldiers as he goes. It is terial and rise
New York, May 12. The season of brides and roses.
men.
750
son here numbers
prices to the consume!
planned to take Torreon, Install a
finished
of
the
heat prostration began today when
SIX SQUARE MILES
product While th
garrison and then head for ChihuaLADY DECIES UNDER '
do not disclose an absolute monfacts
Federals Marching to Defeat
Jerry Watzcll, a tinsmith, was over- LONGER ENLISTMENT OPPOSED
no
Is
hua. There
reason why they
of the
come working in a steamship.
The
Nogales, Sonora, May 12. 3o'onel
cannot take every town as they go. opoly, yet the large percentage
Washington, May , 12. Major GenOF
TIMBER
BURNEr
KNIFE IN LONDON After Chihuahua It will be a march business which they control, indicates
temperature at 3 o'clock this afternoon eral Wood, chief of Staff of the army,
Reynaldo Diaz, with the BOO federals
that they intend to acquire at least a
was 83 degrees. Summer weather has told the house committee on
that evacuated Agua Prieta yesterday,
military
south, couriers calling in the Insur
not come so early since 1896, when affabs today that he did not favor the FIRE STARTED' BY LOCOMOTIVE arrived lasi night at Magdalena, withrecto commands from around Saltillo commercial monopoly."
there was a temperature of 91 degrees proposed bill changing the terms of enJudge Carpenter said he did not
out having encountered any resistance. BRIDE OF BRITISH NOBLEMAN in the mining camps and elsewhere.
SPARK, CAUSES HEAVY LOSS
ATTACK
OF
ACUTE
VICTIM
OF
think
the trial could be held befor9
May 9.
on
southward today and
He continued
listment from three to five years. GenIN NEW YORK STATE
Long before he appears before the
fall.
APPENDICITIS
will attempo to reach Hermosillo.
Mexico
of
brother's
eral Wood is opposed to it because it
gates
City my
There is a general concentration of
army will be augmented to over
would, interfere with his plan for the
Albany, N. Y., May 12. About six
establishment of a reserve corps of square miles of valuable maple and rebel bands along the line of the SonLondon, May 12. Lady Decies, who 20,000 men."
AWFUL SCENES IN
ora
railroad
between
and
On the basis of
Magdalena
trained soldiers.
before her marriage to Lord Decies
pine forest land between this city
economy many officers favor the mea- and Schenectady are a blackened Hermosillo, and It is scarcely likely was Miss Helen Vivien Gould, of New
WESTERNERS "BIT" READILY
It is estimated
that the waste today as the result of a fire be- that they will permit Diaz to reach
JUAREZ HOSPITAL sure andwould
an operation for
undeawent
New York, May 12. In the trial of
York,
inresult in a saving of lieved to have been started by a spark Hermosillo without a fight. The
change
LOSE
acute appendicitis this morning. The officers of the United Wireless Telesurrecto
forces
the
outnumber
greatly
$3,000,000 annually.
from a locomotive. The fire Is still
wilth misuse
most
company,
was
graph
charged
result
satisfactory.
federals.
burning today, but is
RED CROSS FINDS SICK, INJURED
apparently
of the mails, the government today,
under
control.
DOCTORS KILLED BY TRAIN
AND DEAD LYING IN SAME
expert accountants, traced THAT'S WHAT RECIPROCITY WILL
through,
GHASTLY SUICIDE IN BALTIMORE the
UNABLE TO ELECT GALLINGER
COST THEM
YEARLY, DEhistory of 714,534 shares of stock
ROOMS
Muskogee, Okla., May 12. Dr. A
Baltimore, May 12. With bis throat which the defendants are alleged to
Washington, May 12. The incapa
W. Reed of this city and. Dr. Robert POPE PIUS IN FEEBLE HEALTH
CLARES MINNESOTAN
12. Although
the city of the republican party in the cut' from ear to ear and hanging by have issued to themselves. The Pacific
Rome,
May
Juarez, Mex., May 12. Six cases of Julian of Porum, Okla., were killed
near Crekola, 5 miles to the west, pope has taken longer than usual to senate to carry out a caucus edict the neck to the post of abed by a rope coast took kindly to the glowing detyphus have been discovered in Viq
Washington, May 12. Canadian reof scriptions of what United Wireless
late
yesterday afternoon when a St. recover from his last attack of gout, without the aid of the progressives made from a bed sheet, the body
would cost the farmers of
hospital hitherto used by the fedciprocity
in the senate late Charles H. Schaper of St. Louis, was was about to do, John F. Feonsler,
eral government. One man died yes- Louis & San Francisco passenger he la maintaining his ordinary routine was demonstrated
the Northwest $40,000,000 annually,
in
a,, boarding an accountant, testified. Investors,
train crashed Into the automob'ile in of life and holds audiences daily. His yesterday when, after more than two found in his room
according to A. H. Wilkinson, a Minterday. The five other patients have
were riding. The two men holiness appears languid and less en- hours of effort, and as a result of hous here last evening. Notes writ- there, he said, had purchased 82,754 nesota
which
they
removed
and
who addressed the
been
quarantined.
seven ballots, the senate failed to ten by Schaper showed that he pre shares of prefered stock for $1,782,- senate farmer,
There also are two cases of typhoid were racing the train and attempted ergetic than a year or two ago, but
finance committee today. The
514.
elect Senator Galllnger of New Hamp meditated committing suicide.
to dash across the track ahead of it. no apprehension is felt.
fever in the hospital.
price of United States farm products
as
to
shire
tempore,
pro
president
would shrink that much, he declared.
That the Mexilcan federal forces
succeed Senator Frye of Maine. The
A vital grievance of the farmers, the
were almost entirely without provideadlock was due to the opposition of
sion for surgical and medical care
speaker said, was that they were not
the progressive republicans, flee of
surRed
was shown when, the
Cross
consulted as to bow they would be ,
whom voted against the two of whom
effected by the proposed reciprocity
geons and nurses from El Paso inwere paired against Mr. Galllnger.
vaded the captured city and took
agreement
"Do you believe that a trade agree
possession of the barracks and other
field hospitals,
where
ment would have been entered into
temporary
Washington, May 12. After the cabinet meeting today, Colonel E.
scores of wounded awaited their
Washington, May 12. A revised bill for the admission of Arizona
that would have injured the Steel .
BEER USED TO
Z.
or
four federals were
care. Three
Steever at El Paso, Tex., was instructed by Secretary of War DickTrust or the shoe industry $40,000,000
and New Mexico, as separate states, was presented to the house today
"
found in an old hotel, that had been
a year without consulting them?" he
inson to permit all regular shipments passing through the customs
on
territories.
committee
.
of
the
Chairman
Flood,
by
used by the federals as their hospitasked.
FLAMES
house there, to enter Juarez. This means that the military will not inQUENCH
; If!
As anticipated, the new bill provides that New Mexico shall be adal, suffering from wounds that bad
terfere with, any supplies cleared by the customs house, whether they
mitted immediately, on condition that the people shall vote on an amendbeen received in the fighting around
be arms, ammunition or food.
REUNION OF VETERANS
Casas Grandes nearly two months
ment
to their constitution, making that' instrument easier of amendBEVERAGE
LIBERAL
OF
SUPPLY
'
attorwas
not
was
the
This
decided
since
it
by
ruling
unexpected,
Albuquerque, N. M., May 12. With
ago, and who had received no care
"
ment in the future.
SAVED A RESORT HOTEL IN
some weeks ago that there was nothing in international
ney
others
from
general
still
the
skelemissing
time.
Hollow
thinning
that
since
eyed
: CONNECTICUT
law that provided for the prohibition of wp.r munition shipments
Arizona likewise is to be admited at ones, providing the people
ranks, the Civil war veterans of New
tons, with gangrenous wounds, gazed
a
were
of
the
port
through
regular
plainly
shipments
Mexico, will meet In state encampentry,
provided
as
article
out
Red
constitution
workers
at
that
Cross
of the
the
shall votj on a proposition to strike
silently
labeled as to their contents.
ment here Wednesday and Thursday
.;' ';
Bolton, Conn., May 12. Forest fires
they set to work, at first with disinproviding for the recall of Judges.
of next week. At 10 o'clock Wednesare again raging in this section. At
It Is believed that General Madero was acquainted with this fact
fectants and water, to remove the
The bills will be called up Tuesday and three days will be allowed
Bolton Notch, the New England hohis desire to take Juarez, which Is an Important port of
day morning the visiting and local
and hence
carrion stench thaj pervaded every'
comrades of tbe great civil strife will,
i
tel was saved by pouring barrels of
for debate.
entry, and make It his headquarters.
thing.
"
beer on the flames.:
open a two days' session. j
In one room, practically stripped 'and
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RECIPROCITY

"Have you seen anything of my
Washington, May 12. Any material
The Santa Fe by the completion
Philadelphia, May 12. Results of
was the question asked of
wife?"
sescharac within the past few days of the long change in the tariff law at this
an important and
Police Judge D. R. Murray yesterday
sion of congress beyond the enact afternoon
by a man who stumped into
ter in the world of organized labor est and most important sections of Its
ment of the Canadian reciprocity act the office on a wooden leg. The judge
cut-of- f
in
Texas
in
has
conference
follow
begun
the
may
line is doubtful, as the senate wants to replied that he probably had not.
this city today by representatives of opened up a new
"We're camping out here near the
by June 1. The friends of the
the tailors' unions throughout the from the gulf of Mexico to the Pacific quit
railroad and she came to town," conwill
the
It
measure
still
assert
pass
Upon the decision of the coast. The line Just completed exshe
country.
man.
"I thought
bill tinued the
conference depends the Question as tends from. Coleman to Lubbock, 201.4 senate. It is estimated that the
have been locked up." He add
might
to whether the tailors shall secede miles. Work has been in progress a will have 57 votes in the senate, ed as If by second thought, "she
to pass it without amendment. doesn't drink, though."
from the United Garment Workers of
year and a half. The cost is nearly enough
America, , with which organization
The free list bill passed by the
Judge Murray looked in the jaijl
iav ar naw affiliated, and form a $10,000,000.
the woman was not there. Just
but
the
to
sent
has
been
week
house
last
is to conThe object of the cut-of- f
national union of their own which
man left the city building,
as
the
senate and referred to the committee
nect the Santa Fe Fe Gulf lines with
ehall be independent of the other,
heard a loud cry and
Judge
Murray
be
on finance. It is almost certain to
t-working
drafts. Incidentally, ac- the main line of the 6ystem and also
saw a faded looking woman running
in
out
without
held
reported
being
d
man. There
toward the
cording to gossip that has gained wide to open up an entirely new and fer- the special session.
lead
conferences
may
the
was
much
circulation,
embracing and considerable
tile country In Texas. This will give
wool schedule and the cotton
The
to a general strike of the tailors be the Santa Fe the shortest route from schedule of the Payne-Aldricact will kissing.
The man Is a veteran of the Civil
fore the close of the coming summer, Galveston to both Los Angeles and be revised
direc
under
house
the
by
The differences between the tallovs San Francisco and will have consider tion of the democratic caucus. The war. He and his wife are driving in
an old buggy drawn by two horses.
and the United Garment Workers ars able bearing on the trend of transpor
temper of the house democrats is
of longstanding. These differences tation between the Gulf and the Pa such that a compromise of any char They are on their way from Santa Baras
were accentuated by the strike of the cific coast, particularly
after the acter will be rejected, at least any bara, "Calif., to Denver, camping
win
never
last
in
thought
workers
go.
Chicago
Murray
Judge
garment
opening of the Panama canal. The compromise likely to be offered by they
ter. It is said that the tailors of the line is of the highest type of con the senate republicans. Free wool is to ask them their names until after
country were almost unanimously in traction and designed to handle the amost a certainty. The same is true they had disappeared.
favor of calling a general strike, but heaviest traffic.
of the cotton schedule.
th national council of the United
The measures of general interest
There still remains to be completed
Garment Workers would not counten a small stretch between Texico anJ that seem probable of enactment be HIGHWAY TO TOP
ance such a move. The dissatisfied Lubbock. Texico is on the Belen cut fore the session adjourns are: . Reel
tailors thereupon proposed to with off and trafflo from the Gulf to the procity, direct election of senators,
draw from the parent organization Pacific will be routed from Coleman the publication of congressional camOF ROYAL GORGE
and form what, it is said, will ba over the new branch, then over the paign expenses before elections and
jcnown as the United Tailors' associa Belen cut-of- f
to Albuquerque, from the reapportionment bill..
If the session continues through COLORADO BOASTS ROAD HEWN
tion. Whether or not the proposed where It V'iH take the main line to
accomsummer or until late into July
the
organization is to become an
coast.
the
FROM SOLID ROCK, EIGHT
resolution may
results
the
plished fact depends upon
Another project on which the Santa the Lorimer election
,
MILES LONG
is
senate.. That
of the present conference.
ta Fe Is figuring is a line into New be forced before the
the
the
disturbing
Little is actually known as to
Orleans. The Santa Fe now has a one of the questions
effect of
Canon City, Colo., May 12. The
strength of the secession movement line headed In that direction which ex- senate and will have the. senators new
The
roadway to the top of the Royal
among the tailors of the country. tends to Oak Dale, La.
With this hastening adjournment.
dell'
While many of the local organizations line completed the Santa Fe will be t,A t,t snvlmia to face that
Gorge or the Arkansas river, reprereso
seif
a
of
the
Even
Idea
the
senting three years of arduous labor
undoubtedly favor
a formidable competitor of the South cate subject again.
othIn
the
unions
taking
be
the
adopted,
should
by an army of workers under the
lution
organization
parate
ern Pacific.
disinclined
the
direction of skilled engineers, was
and
investigation
er cities are said to be
The1 Santa Fe has been anxious for of testimony
to leave the United Garment Workers. many years to get some of the busi would consume too much time to formally opened today. The roadway
extra is to form a ling in the famous Santa
According to one report, the declara- ness from the gulf to the coast. For hope tor a report before the
i
tailors
Fe trail speedway, which is being conof
the
session
adjourns,
tion of independence
merly this business when handled by
Is said that! enough democratic structed over the line of the early
It
will be preceded by a demand upon the Santa Fe was routed
Newthrough
to
LaFol- the United Garment Workers that the ton, Kan., the only Santa Fe route votes will be cast against the send day freighters from Kansas City
to
Lorimer
on
Canon
City.
tsliora toe allowed to hara an organlza- available. When the Eastern Railway lette resolution
on privileges and
ilon or ebfv- - own. juid f ?it tlxim on- - or
The Royal Gorge driveway ia eight
IV w Mexico, a SaatR jr-it to the committee
rompwir,
Tlict-friend.cmtnltbee
cut-oIotJon.miles
long. MtendltHM, from Canon
a allerbtly
Duiit, tne i?eiii
of mix members on the sreneral exe- - shorter
route waa secured through ly to Lorimer. The objection againsta City to a point at ther top of the Royboard of the United Garment
the La.Follette plan Is that it is
al Gorge just above the vfamous
Workers. The constitution of the Wellington, Kan. With these long violation of senate precedent to name
routes however the Southern Pacific
Hanging Bridge, from which a magUnited Garment Workers provide3
for many years has enjoyed almost a a special committee for such Investi nificent view is to be had of Pike's
that each affiliated organization shall
gations.
Peak, Mount Plsgah and the Arkanhave a pro rata representation, based monopoly on movements between the
sas river. The road was 'hewn from
two ports.
upon the number of organized memthe solid rock of the mountains and
bers. The tailors probably will dewas constructed entirely
LITTLE ROCK ALL
by convict
mand that the representation of six
FIRE ON BARELA MESA
labor from the state penitentiary in
members be granted, whether or not
this city.
Raton, N. M., May 12. Consider
READY FORVETERANS
they have the requisite number of or- able interst. and excitement
was
ganized members.
DIRT FLYING AT MELOCHE
aroused by the dense column of smoke
that arose near the east point of CONFEDERATE ARMY SURVIVORS
Raton, N. M., May 12. The con
Barela Mesa yesterday afternoon and
struction work on the Meloche dam
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS EDITQRS
WILL HOLD REUNION THERE
is progressing rapidly, fully
Mount Carmel, 111., Maty 12. The clquded the eastern horizon in a
DURING COMING WEEK
of the concrete for the dam's cement
annual meeting of the Southern Illi- smoky haze that did not disappear
core having been laid and the earth
until
the
toof
a
the
wind
association
changing
nois Editorial
began
Little Rock, Ark., May 12. During embankment filled in as rapidly as
two days' session here today with a wards evening. The heavy nail of
Con- the cement
work permits.
Over
good attendance of the membership. smoke was occasioned by a brush the coming week tie eyes of all
A leading feature of the meeting will fire that raged, during the afternoon federate veterans, their families and 125 men and 40 teams are em
be an address by Walter Williams, in one of the srnaller canons on the friends will be turned toward this ployed about the construction of
reservoir and an
Barela
Mesa, The city, where the annual reunion of the the mammoth
(dean of the school of Journalism of other Bide of
of
wind
the
into
changing
the south Confederate Veterans will hold forth additional force will be added soon to
of
Missouri.
the University
later in the day checked the progress with an attendance that promises to accelerate the progress of the work
of the fire without any considerable be the largest of recent years. The in order to prepare the reservoir site
amount of damage being done. For a Union Sons of Confederate Veterans for holding the flood water that will
'
time it was feared that one of the and other affiliated organizations will come during June or July.
in
Little
annual
hold
their
meetings
large ice houses, or possibly the
Kruse ranch house, situated in the Rock during the week. For several WILSON REACHES THE COAST
HER ALMOST CRAZY line of the smoke, was the scene months the ' local committees have Los Angeles, May 12. Governor
been busy preparing for the, welcome Wood row Wilson of New
of trouble.
Jersey arand entertainment of the thousands rived in Los Angeles
to begin
today
With Pain, Itching Settled from
are his first tour of the Paciflo
of visitors. The arrangements
coast,
now practically complete and are de- in the course of Which
Knee to Toes.
Physicians Cost RAILROADERS WILL
he is to make
most
md
clared to be of the
perfect
a Fortune. No Relief. Went to
a number of public sneeches that
elaborate character. Throughout the will attract attention in
view of Gov
Hospital 3 Years. Unable to Help,
PLAY
BOYS period of the reunion the city will ernor Wilson' generally accepted
be decorated and illuminated as nevfor the democratic presiFinally Used Cuticura and Was
er before in her history. Five thou- candidacy
dential nomination. He will remain
Completely Cured.
LOCAL SANTA
FE TEAM HAS sand of the veterans will be accomin this city three days and then will
FIRST OUT OF TOWN GAME
modated in Camp Kavanaugh, the leave for San
have an Itching over my whol.
"I began toseven
Francisco.
years ago and this settled
tented city that will be erectel in
body about
TOMORROW
in my limb, from the knee to the toes. I
numCity park. Probably twice that
went to see a great many physicians, a matter
which cost me a fortune, and after I noticed
ber will be cared for in the hotels
Railroaders
The
will
leave
went
relief
that
I
did
tonight
not get any
that I
way,
for three years to the hospital. But they were
for Raton, where tomorrow afternoon and boarding houses ' of the city.
unable to help me there. I used all tht
homes will also be
Many
they will meet the shop team of the thrown private
medicines that I could see but became worse
for
the entertainment
open
and worse. I had an inflammation which
in
Gate City
a contest for baseball
of the visitors.
made me almost crazy with pain. When I
supremacy. This will be the team's
showed my foot to my friends they would
t reallv frightened. 1 did not know what
n
game this year. It
to do. I was so sick and had becene so first
nervous that 1 .positively lost all hope.
is also the first contest in the Santa NAGEL TO ADDRESS BANKERS
Cutidf
seen
the
the advertisement
"I had
Fe league season. A week from SunAtlantic CAty, N. J., May 12. The
cura Remedies a great many times hut could
pot make up my mind to buy them, for I day the Railroaders are planning to New
Jersey Bankers' association,
bad already used so many medicines. Finally
I did decide to use the Cuticura Remedies
bring the Raton team here and on whose membership Includes many
and I tell you that I wss never go pleased
as when I noticed that, after having used two
Sunday of the following week they prominent bankers
and financiers
sets of Cuticura Boap, Cuticura Oiniment and will
go to Albuquerque to cross bats who have bad an influential part in
Cuticura Pills, the entire inflammation had
should
be
I
gone. I was completely cured.
with the shop boys of that city. The shaping the monetary legislation of
nly too glad if people with a similar disease
to me and find out the truth,
Railroaders are in good playing con- the state and .nation, met in annual
Fould come
only recommend them to use Cutidition. They expect to hook the long convention here today and will concura. Mrs. Bertha Sachs, 1621 Second Ave.,
fccw York, N. Y., Aug. 20, 1809."
end of the score in tomorrow's con- tinue In session over tomorrow. The
and
"Mrs. Bertha Sachs Is my
test. Harmon will pitch" and Ettln-ge- r program thfa
she suffered end was cured
I know well how Kennedies
year is one of the best
other
alter many
by the Cuticura
will be on the receiving end of ever prepared for a meeting of the
failed. Morris Bachs, 321 E. 69th
treatments
V
1.
X'
V Cw.Ht.ir0 n9 Tall.ch- C. V
the line. Rone will accompany, the association.
Ostrowiwr
Kempner Hebrew
Heading the list of
Benevolent Society, etc."
team as manager. The Railroaders inapeakers are Charles Nagel, secretary
Cut leu rm 8oi 25e), Cntleura Ointment (Me.)
tended playing in Raton Sunday, but of commerce and labor, and
and Cuticura Resolvent (60c ). (or In the form of
CongressChocolate Cotd Pllfc 2Se. per via of 60) are sola
were informed the recently inaugu- man Edward B.
Vreeland, vice presi
tlmiuehout the world. Potter Drug A Chem. Corp,
rated blue laws of that city would dent of the National
Sole Props., 138 Ooiurnbus Ave., Boston, Mss.
Monetary com
book oa Skin Humors,
free,
prohibit playing on that day.
mission.
Texlco-Colema-
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SATURDAY

7:30

EVENING,

TO

my

9:30

Tomorrow evening:, 7:30 to 9:30 occurs our After Supper Sale No. 9. The values
offered at these sales are so exceptional and such genuine bargains, they have come to be
recognized as the best, most desirable sale values offered in Las Vegas.

n

trans-continent-

Each week sees larger crowds, including many new faces as well as those who attended
our First After Supper Sales. ' And they all leave our store satisfied they have received more
than full value for their money.
Those who have not yet attended these sales should not fail to do so this week. We
have selected some excellent items that will interest every woman and the prices are real
money savers.

garmen-

t

May we see you among the crowd

peg-legge-

Saturday evening?

We will be glad to welcome you

and you'll be glad you came.
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-

-

,
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Unt.-Verei-n,
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Men's Amoskeag Chambray Shirts, either
Blue or Taa, well made, perfect fitting
and fast colors, for out After Supper
Sale, each

Women's Onyx Hose with double heels
and toes, fast black oniy, worth 25c a
pair, for our After Supper Sale, 2 pairs
35c
for

. 33c

15c Vests 9c
Women's Ribbed Vests
and arm holes, either
sleeves, full standard
for our After Supper

C3

$1.25 Corsets 89c

with taped neck
sleeveless or short
sizes, 15c values,
Sale
9c

Choice of our entire stock of $1.25 quality Thomson's or Royal Worcester
Corsets, all newest models, for our
After Supper Sale
89c

1062

ESTABLISHED

1

t

one-thir- d

sister-in-la- w

25c Onyx Hose 17ic

50c Shirts 33c

BUMPER FRUIT CROP

WITH

SELECTIVE TRANSMISSION

PREDICTED THIS YEAR
THE

Flanders "20"

LATE SPRING

PREVENTED
PREMATURE BUDDING OF
THE TREES

On account of the lateness of spring
this year, which prevented premature
budding of the trees, a large fruit
crop Is expected. Fruit growers of
Mora county say that indications for
a big yield of fruit were never more
auspicious. Apples will be plentiful
this year as will aprjeots and peaches.
In the northern part of the territory
where fruit is raised extensively
a large crop is expected, it being
thought this year's crop will exceed
any for the past several years. Wit
the season promising much for the
farmers and ranchmen a heavy fruit
crop will add to the general prosperity
that is expected next fall.

But few novels are written for
thinking people; most of them are
written for the entertainment of wo
men.

FORE-DOO-

R

MODEL

$800.00
E. O. B. Detroit
CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY,
Agents
La Vegas. Now Mexico.

Don't worry because the other fel
suiwuar, you wanted, it may
ruin him.

Pure Ice Marmfan,..- From Distilled Watr

The first kiss only comes once in a
lifetime.

CRYSTAL ICE CO.

HOW TO LIVE LONG

Use Duff y's Pure Malt Whiskey as
prescribed. It builds up the nerve tissue,
tones the heart, gives power to the brain,
strength and elasticity to the muscles
and richness to the blood; it brings into
play all the vital forces and stimulates
the mucous surfaces and little glands of
the stomach to a healthy action, therebv
improving the digestion and assimilation of the food and giving to the
its full proportion of nourishment

Phone Main 227,
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j
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WHOLESALE GROCERS
and
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No Strings, Perfect Waist Lines, Wide Flouncing; and Good
Haterials, This
Sale
Reduction Come Around and See the Silks We
One-Fourt- h

are Offering at 25 PerCent Reduction Come Early
A special lot of Children's Hose,

regular 25c, for 10c a pair.

A few

KM PI

008 STMI

DRY

mmmmmmmm

Men's Furnishings, Shirts,

Don't forget that we offer the
highest values that can be had
in Ladies' and Children's Hose,
because we know by quality and
our prices you can be satisfied.

IWB)in)pfl

rials, white only, at

Hos-ier- y.

Entire line at half price.

Knows a reason why they can sell you cheaper.
You have been told about it, and when
you need
anything in our line it will be to your best advantage to call on us. The success of our business
has been brought about by the satisfaction we
have given our customers, and the prices at which
we sell our stock.

ooimdll Vcwanir

Table Linens.

at

1--

4

1--

3

off.

Our entire line

off.

Serpentine Crepes, 20 patterns,
regular 20c, now 15c
Linens can be had here at 25
per cent reductions.

siH UdaDDddos VJG2

Do You Use Handkerchiefs? Now is

20 Per Cent Discount- We would have you know that
if you care to save money on what
you buy, and trade as you would
in the largest department store in
the land, come to us, if you will
pay more for special reasons,
don't come to us, we want your
trade if you will give itto us,
and you will be treated fairly.

pieces of Curtain Mate-

Childrens Pumps, regular 75c
value, now 50c.
.

Ladies' Attention

,

the Time,

American Lady Corsets can
not be beaten by any popular price
corset made. Your model is here
at the right price.
-

not pay more for shirt waists.
During this sale, $1.25 values for
80c. This is absolutely the truth
and they are very pretty.
Do

Any Hand Bag in the house

at

33J3 Per Cent

Discount.
Persian Belts Regular $1.25 valve for 75c. We
lose money on these have too many that's all.
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not so much because dential terms by native states of the are all prone to accuse others of our
the country cannot do presidents! Virginia, 11; Ohio. 'J 8, own besetting sin. Like the tramp,
work as that they have tired of New York, 4; North, Carolina, 4; you know. '
t
"A tramp, after a day or two in
Job. Every now and then th:.s Massachusetts. $; New Jersey,'" 2;

igu

ter of
ESTABLISHED

1879

the
the
the
fact
one
was

cooks,
women of
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TODAY'S COMMERCIAL AND FINAjNCIAL,NEWS j

;

is brought to public attention. In
courts there
the Denver
of
Ithe'optic
publishing co.
filed yesterday a divorce suit
!
(iikxihpokatioI
that voices the sentiment of many.
EDITOR The husband declares in his petition
M. M. PADGETT
that his wife would not fet breakfast for him. Sometimes' she would
not cook any meals at all.
It is npt alleged that she la a sufTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
fragette, but it is easy to, reach Jhat
DAILY BY CARRIER
conclusion. She may be following
.05 some other of the numerous fads that
Per Copy
15
Om Week
are taking the attention of women
65
One Month
it Is
$7.50 in these later days, but anyhow
One Year .w
apparent that cooking has become re
DAILY BY MAIL
to her aa an occupation. The
$6.00 pulslve
One Year
ts
that the divorce evil is augresult
3.0D
Sij Months
mented and another home Is broken
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
up..
The Norway plan would have preGROWER
One Year
$2.00 vented it. With a competent cook in
,
1.00 the house the wife would have been
Six Months
free to follow her own inclinations.
(Cash in Advance for Mail
With a Norwegian cook at work in
Subscriptions.)
the kitchen she could have been a
AT
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
suffragette to the bitter end and her
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
husband could have eaten his meals
PAID FOR.
in peace and with satisfaction, ?mil-in- g
Subscribers desiring address changblandly the while.
ed please state both the old and the
o
new address.
OHIO?
AGAINST
VIRGINIA
Remit by draft, check or money
order. If sent otherwise we will not
It begins to look as if Virginia,
be responsible for loss.
a lapse of sixty years, was about
after
Specimen copies free on application.
to get into the presidential race once
Advertisers are guaranteed the more. For Wood row Wilson is a Vir
largest dally and weekly circulation ginia gentleman, suh, born at Staun
of any newspaper in Northeastern
ton, and educated in law at the UalNew Mexico.
verslty of Virginia.
The prestige of the Old Dominion
Entered at the Postoffice at East
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for transmis- as the mother of presidents has been
sion through the United States Mails threatened in recent years by that
as second class matter.
brash upstart, Ohio, which has been
coming forward with a rush.
FRIDAY, MAY 12, 1911.
It would be interesting if Virginia
and" Ohio now racing' almost neck
THE FALL OP JUAKEZ
honors,
and neck for presidential
should be competitors next year in
"A white Ylag in token of surrender
the great contest, with Wilson and
has been hoisted over the federal bar- Taft as their representatives.
racks' in Juarez."
Since the inauguration of the gov
In this telegraphic bulletin was writdifferent men
ernment, twenty-siten the triumph of the Mexican revo- have held the presidential office, ten
lution. After two days of desperate of them for two terms. So thlrty-s'fighting the rebels under Madero final- terms have been included in the last
the northern stronghold 122 years.
ly
of the Diaz government and General
At the outset Virginia had a vir
The tual monopoly of presidential timber.
Navarro was taken prisoner.
fall of Juarez is bv far the most se As Jefferson followed Washington
rious blow that has been struck In with only a four-yea- r
Massachusetts
the history of the Madero uprising, interregnum, and Madison succeeded
and it is hard to conceive how Diaz Jefferson and Monroe Madison, the
and his administration can much long- - succession came to be referred to
bold out. The details of the flght- - aa the "Virginia dynasty," and Jack- iug suow ust mo two aaya or oaiue sou rose ud In the West to lead a
were characterized by genuine bravery revolt against it.
on both sides.
But Virginia continued to furnish
With the fall of Juarez, Mexico may presidents. William Henry Harrison
be said to be In tbe hands of the re- was a native Virginian although he
volutionists, for in the last few days lived in Ohio; Tyler was born in
town after town In all parts of the re- Charles City County, and even Taylor,
public has hoisted the white flag of the Louisiana Whig, came from near
surrender, and outside of the capital Orange Courthouse.
itself there is scarecly an Important
Up to, and including Taylor, who
in 1850, Virginia was the mother
died
the
not
is
that
either
occupied by
city
filling eleven
insurrectionists, or Is at their mercy. of seven presidents,
terms.
now
does
not seem probable
It
that presidential
Meanwhile New England had'be?n
ihere will be need of American interexference, as has been urged by Senator faring badly. Massachusetts had
Stone and others in Washington. Gen- hausted itself with the Adamses,
eral Madero has promised that he will father and son. The next New Engof
New
was
Pierce
Hampshire.
lander
to
do everything possible
protect
American interests and within a few Since his day only one man of New
birth has occupied the
days it may be possible for him to re- England
and he only by the acWhite
House,
forces
afford
to
his
this
proorganize
assassination.
of
cident
Arthur, who
tection.
from
The consideration shown the wound- came to the
Vermont.
in
was
born
New
York,
ed by both sides in the Juarez battle
The middle states, outside of Ohio,
was admirable under the circumstanlittle better. It was not until Van
did
ces, and our own people on the border
Buren
gained the powerful support
gave ready and willing assistance to of Jackson that New York was repthese unfortunates.
resented. Then came Fillmore, TayThere seems little probability that
and
lor's
finally
With this eeries of crushing defeats
Roosevelt for two terms.
Diaz can hope to suppress the national
Pennsylvania furnished the country
uprising. Aparently a new era is Buchanan, and after a long interval
dawning in Mexico. Whether it Is for came Cleveland, born in New Jersey,
good or ill only time will tell.
though elected from New York.
o
Outside of Virginia the South has
SOLUTION OF DIVOKCE EV I L not been particularly successful In
producing presidents.
Word comes from Norway that the
North Carolina has been the closest
In
servant problem has been settled
competitor to its. larger neighbor.
that country. The informatioc may Jackson insisted that he was born In
have come by mail, but its import- South Carolina. But later evidence
ance Justified the tolls that would has proved that his birthplace was
have been paid had it been sent by Just north of the North Carolina Uao.
cable. It is said that at last it is pos
In addition to Jackson, Polk and
elble for the people of Norway to em Johnson were North Carolinans. Linploy cooks when they are wanted.
coln, of course, was born In Ken
Details of the plan are lacking, but tucky.
it is through an organization that
It was the ironical fate of the South
those in need of cooks are supplied. to produce two presidents, Lncol'i
The family in need of a cook calls and Johnson, who stood for the union
at headquarters and through some in the crisis of the Civil war.
process not made clear the cook,
Ohio's opportunity came after the
with
armed
recommendations, is great conflict. Of the thirteen presi
furnished. There are some of the ear dential terms since Johnson'".,- eight
marks of our employment bureaus, have gone to six men born in the
but the Norway plan must be better, Buckeye state.
l
fjr-fsince it is stated that the cooks give
Grant's native own' was Point
satisfaction.
Pleasant, Ohio. He was reared on an
The details should be studied and Ohio farm, and was appointed to West
the plan should be brought to America Point from that state. The other Ohio
with all' possible speed. It might not presidents have been Hayes, Garflcld.be amiss to bring with it the cooks Harrison, McKinley and Taft.
of Norway who have done their part
All of these except Harrison were
to make it a success.
Competent Identified with the state, Hayes and
cooks are needed in America,,
McKinley having served as governor.
of them could find employment, Garfield as congressman and Taft
slionta they come, properly reconv as & federal appointee. Harrison was
1
id 'with the ability to make bora at.
North, Bend, hut moved to
fa.) )h Indiana at the' age ot 21.
; facing a crisis in the mat
Here, then, 1b the list of pru
PUBLISHED BY

,
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Kentucky, 2; New Hampshire,,!; Vermont, 1; Pennsylvania, j. fj
Considered by sections, the North
has furnished 19, the South 17 presidential terms. And now the two leadVirginia, with 7
ing contenders,
terms, and
eleven
and
presidents
Ohio with 6 presidents and 8 terme,
seem preparing for a contest. If it
should take place it would be the
first in which they have been opposed to each other.
Sentiment Is a powerful factor la
would be
American
polities. It
not rally
should
South
the.
if
strange
to the Virginian who offers the first
chance to the Old Dominion to ce
in
again the mother of a president
half
a
century.
than
more
o

EMMA GOLDMAN HAS BEEN
TAMED
Emma Goldman has made so much
moneiy from her lectures on anarchy

and the sale of her pamphlets that'

she has become tame. She ha3 recentlect'.i e
ly crossed the continent on a
tour and is now in Los Angeles, tue
an
place of all places where there is
and
doctrine
her
to
preach
opportunity
stir up the brimstone.
But no one pays any attention to
her The police are not sent to '.he
hall where she lectures to quell the
rlofs, for there are no riots. Miss
Goldman still despises la;ws and
wants them taken off the statute
books, but she is not so fierce bout
it. Since she has acquired considerable money and property she syems
to be willing to let a few of the laws
exist enough of them to protect ner
own holdings, at any rate.
The tour of Miss Goldman across
the continent was a quiet and orderly affair. It lacked the fire of her
e
advent, when the police fol
lowed here everywhere and occasionally broke up her lurid meetings. In
those days she breathed fire and
waved the red flag of anarchy and
there was always a rumpus. On this
last visit she has failed to arouse en
thusiasm anywhere.
It is not because there are no more
anarchlsjts, but due to the simple
fact that Miss Goldman has been
tamed. The anarchy she preaches
now, since she has become a woman
of considerable wealth, is too much
on the comic onera order. There
isn't much dynamite In It Just enough
to allow ber to lay clantn to the same
old doctrine. Throughout her tour It
was eo mild that In several places
ner audiences wanted tneir money
back. They want to witness fire
works and there wasn't a single roc
ket in the entire lecture.
If Miss Goldman cannot talk real
anarchy in Los Angeles, seething and
fomenting as that city is now on account of its labor troubles, she might
as well quit In other days she wouH
have roused the city to action, es
pecially had she arrived at such an
opportune time. It would have been
necessary to double the police force
and even then there would have been
more dynamiting.
The only conclusion to be arrived
at is that Miss Goldman, priestess of
anarchy, has been converted by the
TKwer of Eold., and It is no wonder,
after all, for it was ever thus.
old-tim-

'

'

ABSORBLETS
A young woman who was visiting

a friend in the South, and heard
many stories of the way in which the
darkies managed to excuse them
selves or account for idleness, came
one day upon Uncle Ike, stretched at
full length under a tree.
"Taking a little rest, aren't you,
uncle?" she said pleasantly.
"No perzackly, mlse," said the old
darky, with a solemn face. "I don't
call it .res' Jes' yet. 1's waiting fo' de
sun to go down so's I can quit wuk
wid
a
easy conscience." Youth's
Companion.
Judge Ben B. Lindsey, in a woman's
suffrage address, said with a smile:
"Another type of man accuses tho
woman voter of grafting. Well, we

our hustling, hustling town of Denver, shook Jhe Denver dust.from his
boot with the snarl:, j w i I i J )
" 'They must be lazy ffeojjje in thl3
town. Everywhere you turn they offer you work to do. " Los Angeles
Times.

"Ladies and gentlemen," said the entertainer,
"having blindfolded my
partner, I will now proceed to test her
thought-readinpowers. 1 have In my
hand an apple. Will you kindly tell
the audience what it is that I am holding In my hand?"
-"An applo"
"Correct. I have here a watch. Kind
ly tell the audience what I have."
"A watch."
"Quite right. ,You see, ladies and
gentlemen, it Is impossible to catch
her."
The entertainer produced a piece of
wood and a saw and commenced to
saw vigorously.
"Kindly tell the audience what I am
doing."
No reply.
"This is rather a difficut feat, ladies
and gentlemen. I will try again. Can
you tell men what I am doing?" said
the entertainer, continuing his sawing.
"YeB. You are singing."
Loud applause.
g

Tit-Bit- s.

It was the great event of the season
the final for one of the football
The rivals.
cups In Lancashire.
who had hulled from Preston district,
were the happy possessors of a god
field, and great was their disgust on
finding that they had to play on
ground with scarcely a blade of grass
visible.
Said one of the visitors, plaintively: "Why, there's hardly a blade of
grass to be seen."
"Well," retorted one of the other
team, Vyou ain't come to graze, hava
yer?"
Tit-Bit- s.

kud yer
Dusty Depew Madam,
oblige me wid an apple pie a whole
one, badly cooked an' entirely Indigestible?
Mrs. Farmer Why, what do you
want such a pie as that for?
Dusty Depew T' eat, madam; only
t' eat. Such a pie would create a bad
dyspepsian. Dyspepsia'll cause restlessness, restlessness '11 cause ambition,
ambition '11 cause effort, an' effort '11
cause wealth, an' I'm ouf fer de dust,
ma'am. Philadelphia Evening News.

f
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feeders $4.005.65; cows and heifers
BEARS HAVE' INNING
$?.405.65; calves $4.5007.00.
Hogs iReceipts 12,000. Market gen
10 cents higher. Light $6.00
IN GRAIN MARKET
erally
ANGE
N. Y. STQCKJXCH
6.40; mixed $5.8006.32; heavy $5.80
6.20; rough $5.805.i5;
good to
HEAVY SHIPMENTS AND FAVOR
REACTIONARY TONE SOON AFTER choice heavy $5.956.20; pigs $5.83
of
.
bulk
sales
ABLE CROP REPORTS IN.
6.35;
CANCELLED
$6.056.20.
OPENING
' '
Market
lO.OqO.
Sheep
Receipts
FLUENCED PRICES
GAINS
steady. Native $3.00 g) 4.80; western
$4.605.60;
yearlings
Chicago. May 12. Talk of heavy
New York, May 12. The Stock Ex $3.504.85;
.'amhs.native $4.506.65; western Russian shipments to be made this
change business was more active at S5.256.70.
week caused a down turn here today in
the opening today; but a reactionary
wheat. The bearish ieeling was In
tone developed. Part of the gains
ST. LOUIS WOOL
creased
by Liverpool sending word ot
made yesterday were cancelled, as
St.
Louis, May 12. Wool Market realizing saleB and of a fuller demand
were the small advances of today's
Territory and western for Australian cargoes. Reports were
unchanged.
early tiading. Bear operators did not mediums
1E17; fine mediums 13 also received of excellent crop prosfollow up their forenoon advantage
fine 1112.
15;
pects in the Argentine.
and prices hardened a fraction. BusiOpening prices were unchanged to
ness became lntensenly dull, and fluc
NEW YORK METAL
1
cents up. Corn eased oft Intuations were unimportant. The marNew York, May 12 Standard cop- fluenced b wheat. Profit taking made
ket closed heavy as follows:
July oats Tather weak. Provisions were
per dull; spot $11.5511.60;
62
Amalgamated Copper
$4.404.50.
Sll.55ll.65.
Leady
easy
steady. Bullish reports in regard to
American Beet Sugar, bid,
..118
Jar silver 53.
winter wheat In the southwest caused
Atchison
110
a sharp rally. The close was firm.
126
Great Northern, pfd
.NEW YORK MONEY
Selling car. led corn prices lower but
107
New York Central
New Yorn, May 12. Call money the market rebounded with wheat.
124
Northern Pacific
steady
prime mercantile paTho close of the market was firm,
155
Reading
per
final quotations for the day being as
114
Southern Pacific ..,
iollows:
177
Union Pacifio
.
ST. LOUIS SPELTER
.
Sept. 89
Wheat, Juy
75
Mnited States Steel
St. Louis, May 12. Spelter, weak, Corn.
119
July 52&53; Sept.
United States Steel, pfd
$5.25.
Pork,
Oats, July 34ffi; Sept
Lard,
$14.37.
Sept
July
$15.07;
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
"Bertie," said the hospitable hostess, July $8.17; Sept. $8.25. Ribs, July
Kansas City, May 12. Cattle Re- at a Sunday-schotreat,' ''won't you S8.00; Sept $7.95.
Market steady.
Native eat some more cookies?"
ceipts 500.
streets $5.256.15; southern steers "I can't I'm full!" sighed Bertie.
Warning to Railroad Men
E. S. Bacon, 11 Bast St., Bath Me.,
$4.005.60; southern cows and heifers
"Well, then, put some iri your pocksends out this warning to railroaders:
$3.254.75; native cows and heifers ets."
"A conductor on the railroad,
my
and
stockers
feeders
$3.006.0fl;
"I can't. They're full, too," was the work caused a chronic inflammation
$4.755.75; bulls $4.005.25; calves regretful answer Youth's Companion of the kidneys, and I was miserable
and all played out. A friend advised
$4.507.00; western steers $4.75
Foley Kidney Pills and from the day
5.85; western cows $3.255.00.
soreness of the muscles wheth I commenced taking them, I began to
Market 10 er For
Hogs Receipts 7,000.
Induced by violent exercise or
regain my strength. The Inflammacents higher. Bulk of sales $6.00
Chamberlain's Liniment is ex- tion cleared and I am far better than
6.10 heavy $6.006.l0; packers and cellent. This liniment is also highly I have been for twenty years. The
esteemed for the relief it affords in weakness and dizzy spells are a thing
butchers $6.006.12; light $6.05
cases of rheumatism. Sold by all drug- of the past and I highly recommend
6.15.
gists.
Foley Kidney Pills." O. G. Scahefer
5
Market
Sheep Receipts 1,200.
and Red Cross Drug Co.
cents higher. Muttons ?3.504.50;
rid of your
Now is the time to
lambs $4.756.35; fed wethers and rheumatism. You will get
find Chamber- Foley's Kidney Remedy Acted Quickly
M. N. George, Irondale, Ala., was
yearlings ?4.005.35; fed western lain's Linimr it wonderfully effective.
One application will convince you of bothered with kidney trouble for many
ewes $3.504.25.
Fol-leits merit Try it. For sale by all years. "I was persuaded to try tak- y
Kidney Remedy, and before
druggists.
ing it three days I could feel Its beneCHICAGO LIVE STOpK
ficial effects. The pain left my back,
J. M. Howell, a popular druggist of my kidney action cleared up, and I
Chicago, May 12. Cattle RecelpU
Market steady.
Beeves $4.95 Greensburg, Ky., says, "We use Cham- am so much better. I do not hesitate
1,500
berlain's
Remedy In our own to recommend Foley Kidney RemTexas
steers
6.45;
$4.605.60; west- household Cough
and know It Is excellent." edy." O. G. Scahefer and Red Cross
ern steers $4.805.60; stockers and For sale by all druggists.
Drug Co.
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! Spank! Spank! Tommy was
undergoing maternal chastisement at
the hande of his loving mother for
eating the Jam.
"Tommy," she said, when she had
paused for breath, "do you know this
hurts me more than It does you?"
And when Tommy was alone with
his brother he produced a square
board he had concealed and mur
mured.
"I thought that bit of wood would
s
not do her hand any good."
Spank--

Headquarters for the

"I don't like my new gown very
well," said the lady. ''The material
is awfully pretty, and the style Is all
right, but it needs something to im
prove the shape of it"
dearest
"Why,"
suggested her
friend, "don't you let some other girl
wear It?" Boston Globe.

.....
..

,,.
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Per Cent Reduction
for the next two
weeks on all White
Dresses and Materials
for the making of same
15

The life of our editor was saved the
other day by a silver dollar in hte
pocket. A crank shot at him and the
ball struck the dollar. Now should we
happen to get shot before you pay up
your subscription, and there is no dol
lar to stop the ball, we shall always
presume you might have saved our
life Humphrey County (Tenn.) Her
ald.

"What's the difference between the
phrases 'how much' and how many?" "
said the young man who Is learning
English.
"The difference Is very Important,'
replied the teacher. "Suppose you are
buying fruit It is quite proper to say
how much are your berries?' but en
tirely improper to say "how many?' "
Washington Star.

Discounts will be given on Persian Lawns,

India Linens, French Lawns, Messaline

Satins And afl gifts appropriate
for our graduating girl friends.

THE
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HAND PAINTED CHINA
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Fitch has returned from Onava,
where
he had been employed
some time.

WINTERS DRUG

A. McArthur
Wagon Mound,

to attend court.

Phoue Maiu 3

LLECRID STORM

CONVENES ON

VISITS VEGAS

MONDAY

ivuuj m
after having been here
-

0

i5

for

"i

'

Eugene Twitty of Ra'ton has returned home. Mr. Twitty was here several days attending court.
H. P. Roeeberry of Raton, who
served as a federal grand Juror, returned last night to his home.
Mr, and Mrs. H. Irvln who have
been here fcr some time, went
today
to Colmor where they expect to locate
permanently.

CO.

GRAND JURY

JONES UNLOADS

Nothing Down,
01 per yjcclz

y

C.

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on '
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling.
Every
prescription
leaving our
store is faultless from
any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

COURf 'U.S.

TERRIFIC If AIL AND DISTRICT

PERSONALS

Judge Clarence J. Roberts left last
night for Albuquerque on a short busi
ness trip. He is expected to return
this evening.
Miss Nielson, who spent the winter
here at the home of Mrs. Johanna
Vollmer, left this afternoon for her
home in St. Louis.

ii

BLAME ON THE

TERM ENDS

It-

That the May term of th Ht.,i
court for San Mieuel eo.mtv
wUl be opened Monday morning
by
Judge Roberts, will' not h a narM.
larly long or strenuous one is the be.
lief of officers of the court. The crim
inai drvw h
than for many years. dn tn th
strenuous work of District Attnmv
Charles W. G. Ward and Judge Rob- erts at the last term of court in the
fall.

Will buy a Victor,
an Edison or a
Columbia Phonograph

A

THREE DAYS' SESSION RESULT- - IF STATEHOOD
FAILS, THEY MUST
!
ED IN RETURN OF BUT. THREE
BE HELD RESPONSIBLE,
'
TRUE BILLS
HE 8AYS

After having heard the report of
Albuquerque, N. M., May 12. That if
tne grand Jury late yesterday afterany
delay occurs "the remibUcflnn
noon, Judge Clarence J. Roberta dismust
bear the responsibility" is tne
missed that body with his thanks for
Its efliclent and careful service, fol- extremely naive statement made
by A.
lowing which action he adjourned the A. Jones of Las Vegas, member .of the
May term of the United States dis democratic
delegation which has been
trict court until Tuesday, May 17. At attacking tie constitution before
the
that time bankruptcy matters will house committee on
in
territories,
the
be heard and other business that
following telegram sent yesterday to
may arise will be disposed or. Final Summers Burkhart In this
city:
adjournment of the May term may Summers, Burkhart,
Albuquerque:

The Rogers kidnaping case, which not be taken until several
weeks have
was expected to prove a long and elapsed.
hard fought legal battle, probably
Through the work of United States
LAST OF THE RURAL
will be disposed of in fifteen minutes
D. J. Leahy, the criminal
Attorney
lB'
as it is rumored that both W1L Rog docket for the Fourth
Mrs. J. M. Brashford of Osage
City,
district is
The rain was undoubtedly the heav- - ers and Joe Wiggins will
Kan., who had been visiting here some
plead gull practically cleared of cases. This was
SCHOOLS TO CLOSE time for thp benefit of her
lest downpour that has occurred In ly to the crime and ask the mercy the reason for the
health, re
early discharge of
mis part of New Mexico in over a of the court. Both Rogers and Wig- the
turned home today.
petit Jury, which was not called
year. It began falling at 2:35 o'clock, gins are in the territorial penitentiary upon to try a
single case. The grand
A. Mennet, Sr., has gone on a busi- Within
EXERCISES AT HOT SPRINGS
three minutes after the first at Santa Fe awaiting the action of Jury returned but three indictments.
ness trip to the northwestern part
drops had flattened on the pavements the territorial grand Jury. It 'is likely None of the persons under IndictIN OBSERVANCE
of New Mexico for the Browne and or
gone down the necks of people that one of the first actions of that ment have been arrested as
OF TERM'S ENDING
Manzanares company
yet.
scurrying for cover the streets were body will be to return indictments
it
ihc flnai report of the grand
E. W. Fox. receiver of the Clayton filled from gutter to gutter and In against both men.
Jury is as follows:
Tomorrow the last of the San Mi.
land office, returned home this after some places tne water had begun to
For a time it was rumored that
To the Honorable Clarence
J.
guel county rural schools will close noon after being here to attend the back over the sidewalks,
young Rogers would ask for a con Roberta, associate Justice of the su
for the summer vacation when the May term of the United States court.
It Is believed that at least an inch tinuance, or failing to obtain that, preme court of the territory of New
of water fell from the clouds within would make an effort to secure a Mexico, and Judge of the Fourth Ju
people of the Hot Springs- district
United
States
Deputy
Marshals C.
will gather at the school house and E. Newcomer and James
fifteen minutes. The heaviest part cnanse of venue. In the face of his dicial district thereof: '
H. Smith
of the rain was over before .3 o'clock confession and that of Wilgglns, and
witness a program of recitations and will leave this
Sir: We, the grand Jurors of the
evening for their head- but
showers fell Intermittently dur- - because of the unlikelihood of his be Fourth Judicial district aforesaid dusongs by the pupils.
quarters in Albuquerque after having
to make a strong enough ly selected, sworn and
Dr. M. P. Des Marais, county super- been
here for several days on court ing the remainder of the afternoon. lnS able
charged at
More rain is predicted for tonight and defense on a plea of insanity to war the May term in the year of our Lord
intendent of schools, is well pleased business.
with the showing made by the schools
members of the Spring
Chicken rant n'9 acquittal, young Rogers is nineteen hundred and eleven to inMr. and Mrs. Oscar L. Burch left crowd
of the county this year. The attend
may get their feathers wet saId t0 nav determined, upon the quire in and for the body of the
ance has been greater than for sev this afternoon for Atlantic City, N. J., on the way to the dance they expect advice of his friends, to enter a plea Fourth Judicial district aforesaid into crimes and offenses
erai years, the terms toave been where they will attend the general as- to give this evening in the O. R. C. ot Su"ty- committed
Several of the cases on the crimln- - "within said district against the laws
longer than usual in many of the dis sembly of the Presbyterian church hall.
tricts and the pupils and teachers of the United States. Mr. Burch will
It is believed the rain was general ttl docket Probally will be brought of the United States of America, do
attend as representative of the Pres over the county.
have all done excellent work.
Soaking showers fell lu lB"u l lm8 lerm' AmonS lneBe present this, our final report:
We have been in session during
Dr. Des Marais says that in spite bytery of Santa Fe, of which this city on the dry farms on the mesa this are wo actlons agalnBt Fred Farn'
of a railroad three days and during that time have
of the fact that tax collections have Is a part.
morning and the rain of the after- - nanT' charSlnS burglary
car and larcenry. Farnham is now do examined numerous witnesses. As a
heen poor the various school districts
General Western Agent Burke of the noon undoubtedly visited that section,
have had more money than for many Internationa and Great Northern rail- The regularity ' with which the ralns ing time in the Oklahoma penitentiary result of our examination and of our
years to expend on schools. Schools way was here yesterday on business. are coming this spring insures a suc- for the theft of an automobile. One deliberations on the testimony pro
were maintained in many more dis Mr. Burke
farmers and cat- - of the actions on the criminal doc- duced before us we have returned in
formerly lived here. He and cessful a yeari for the
ket is against Charles Russell, who to court three true bills.
i
n
ii. ttnu sneep rauer8
tricts this year than last. Dr. Des Mrs. Burke were prominent in social lllv
Ban
iguei is
We are now informed that there
charged with haying maimed a
was
Marais says he looks for a constant circles. Mrs. Burke died here, after counqy
ior it. ine
preparea
horse.
Russell and another man drove are no more cases for our considerimprovement In the schools each which Mr. Burke removed to Denver. acreage devoted to agriculture - this a team belonging to Nick Chafln Into ation, at the present term. Feeling
oflast
year.- Miss Anna Grace Connors and George year Is nearly double that
the country several months ago. therefore that our usefulness as an
ConnorB, brother and sister of Mrs.
When, they r returned one of the Investigating body la at an end and
animals was found to have a bullet thanking the court for Its Instructions
Burke, also formerly lived here. They
"Ahe you related to the bride or wound in the flank. Chafln had Rub- - and the court officials for their at
now reside in Denver. Mr. Burke was
WEALTHY INDIAN TO
V" inquired the busy usher. sell arrested.
tention, we respectfully ask our dis
accompanied by A. L. Trotter of the groom-elec- t
cases on the charge.
There are thirty-fiv- e
"No."
Mallory steamship line.
WILLIAM B. STAPP,
PILOT BOY SCOUTS
"Then what interest have you in the criminal docket. Of this number one
Is
who
A Foreman.
Lucero,
is
Carlos
,
against
ceremony?"
w
far are we from
There are GEORGE A. FLEMING, Clerk.
Passenger
Pitts- charged with murder.
candidate."
defeated
the
"I'm
larceny of
PEDRO CAJETI, OF SANTA CLARA land, Cap?
(twenty cases charging
burg Post.
cattle, sheep and other property, four
CaptainAbout a mile.
PUEBLO, WRITES GEORGE
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
cases charging assault, one case
Passengei A mile? Why, I can't
FITZSIMMONS
FIr-ch'Golden Wedding Rye, aged charging illegal carrying of deadly PAZO OINTMENT is guaranteed to
see it.
Direct from distillery weapons, two cases charging unlaw- cure any case of Itching, Blind, BleedIn
wood.
too
the
Nor
the
water's
deep.
Captain
Indian,
Pedro Caieti, a
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
ful branding of domestic animals, ing or Protruding Piles in 6 to 1
Puck.
will accompany the Las Vegas patrol
Oc.
case charging failure to support daya or money refunded.
one
of Boy Scouts on its expedition to San
cases charging failure to
three
wife,
ta Fe. Espanola and the cliff dwell
send children to school and one case
afterCARD OF THANKS
ings, which will begin on the
charelne the maiming of a horse.
our
friends who extended their
To
noon of Decoration day, May 30. Pedro,
other
actions
several
also
are
There
In our bewho is a personal friend of Scoutmas
persona charged with various assistance and sympathy
against
our
husband
death
the
of
reavement,
main
are
the
ter George Fitzsimmons, has written
stones
in
good marble, crimes of lesser importance.
The United States government has
197 and father, Charles F. Rudulpb, and
are
Mr. Fitzsimmons that he will be glad
into
there
what
them
docket
civil
workmen
On
cut
up
and
the
the
for
markers
provided 600,000
to accompany the boys. Pedro lives graves of soldiers., From two marble are known as marble bricks, which are cases. Of this number ten are actlonB to tho3e who sent the many beautiful
and
man
rich
in Espanola. He is a
for divorce. The grand jury is ex- flojwers we wish to express our heartquarries, one at iee, Mass., and one used fcr building purposes.
thanks.
taking
by
the
boys
entertain
hopes to
Application blanks for headstones pected to have a busy session as felt
at Rutland, Vt., all these tombstones
them for visits to several Indian pue- have been taken. Lee has furnished are sent cut from the quartermaster there are numerous matters which MRS. E. R. RUDULPH and FAMILY.
f
will be brought up for Its Investiga
blos as wall as the cliff dwel'lngs. 300,000
general's offic9. Any deceased
the last thirty-fiv- e
folows:
letter
who
Pedro's
tion.
sailor, marine, nurse or scout
Do You Have the Right Kind of Help?
years and is turning out gravestones
"Dear friend yours of the 81ns. to at the rate of 20,000 a year.
served under regular enlistment may
Foley Kidney Pills furnish you the
to hand, in reply .to It I must say the
right kind of help to neutralize and
Each marker is three feet long, one have his lat resting place marked by
remove the poisons that cause backbest plan is that if you get the money foot wide and four inches thick, and the government on request of a relaache, headache, nervousness, and
and ray mv fair to Jj&s VegaS and weighs 200 pounds. Just under the tive, a Graid Army post or a private
and bladder ailments." O. G.
BASEBALL SCORES;
all mv expenses 111 please to go and rounded top is outlined an inlaid citizen.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
YESTERDAY'S RESULT8
with
se you go all the way visiting
The stones are shipped usually by
and within this is cut the name
to go Colo- shield
of
carload to certain distributing
the
you. I waa getting ready
and
rank
regiment
age, company,
rado" Springs but as you want me go
the soldier, sailor or marine whose points named by the war department.
National League
with your party 111 rather go witn you. grave it is to mark.
For the New England states Boston
but if you just wants me to meet you
at Lee these is the distributing place; New York
9; New York 3.
two
Chicago
From
quarry
pits
at Santa Fe and go along, let me stones are taken. On the grounds at for the middle states; Chicago for the Cincinnati 13; Boston ,10.
know on what day shall I meet you the quarry they are cut, polished, middle west; Denver, San Francisco,
Philadelphia 19; Pittsburg 10.
'
other
there.
Brooklyn 10; St. Louis 1.
marked and crated for shipment to a Atlanta and Houston, Tex., are
"Your friend Pedro Cajeti."
of
of
A
force
shipment.
points
central distributing point.
American League
Washington has received the great
twenty men is constantly employed by
4; St. Louis 2.
WEDDINGS a contractor, who obtains his contract est number of these markers. Thou
Philadelphia
10
FOR
DIVORCE
ONE
OmpHmlPmMM
6.
set
in
sands
been
have
the
from
up
Washington
,
Arlington
20;
of
One
Chicago
12.
in competition
Des Moines, la.. May
6.
cemeteries
Cleveland
and other government
Boston 7;
in Iowa government.
0100,000.00
every seven couples married
A block of marble three by three how many no one seems to know.
troubles
matrimonial
their
took
1910
;n
Not only does the government fur
s feet is the average size used for head
Western League
into court, and one of every ten
Omaha 6; Lincoln 5.
run Into the mill on a nish the tombstone free, but it pays
as
is
It
stones.
times
Three
divorced.
was
All
Wichita 5; St. Joseph 3.
actions as short truck and fastened under gangs the freight to its destination.
many wives brought divorce
stone
to
a
that
has
when
be done
the
Des Moines 5; Denver 4.
saws which slowly descend with
did husbands. Eighty per cent of the of
it. has been delivered Is to have it car
Sioux City 5; Topeka 4.
cut
10
and
motion
through
Nearly
swinging
suits were uncontested.
of
were given Then the block is rolled out, chained ried to the grave from the freight
per cent of all divorcees
American Association
a year. together, turned over and sent through fice and set up. Many Grand Army
within
to
remarry
permission
Milwaukee 13; Minneapolis 4. ,
the same process again. The saws posts look after this.
Toledo 5; Louisville 3.
Hundreds of stones have been supare simple b'aiid,'df.ilrotf a eighth of
women
Kansas City 20; St. Paul 8.
of
done
mark
to
the
is
the
graves
plied
and
thick
inch
cutting
an
Columbus 2; Indianapolis 1.
Civil
war,
by sand which is well "wet and kept nurses who served in the
the
In
come
all
the
work.
Nearly
applications
dripping on the
Occa
The next process is coping or round- names of privates or sallore.
all
Sick 'headache results from a dlsor-flpr- j
Feel well-fe- d
Condition of the stomach, and
end of the marker and smooth sionally there Is found the name of a
one
when
ing
you
day
occa
cured by the use of Chamber
been
water
have
can
line
officer
and
there
and
sand
be
by
it
by grinding
ing
begin with
and Liver Tamets. iry
Stomach
lain's
offi
a
of
the
sions when the grave
staff
Then
on a revolving iron table.
It. Fo sale by all druggists.
Two
marked.
num
cers
or
been
has
generals
for
Is
lettering
marker
ready
and perhaps half ft dozen colonels are
ts
bering.
in cemeteries of the United
burled
1
examines
Foley Kidney Pills are a true medir
A government inspector
(
FOOD
cine.
They are hea'ing, strengthen
the
all
over
have
States
and
their
condemns
graves
and
headstone
every
and tonic. They act
antiseptic
ing,
'.hat have flaws or dlscolorations or small whit9 stones provided by the miicklv. O. G. Schaefer and Red
"There's a Reason
Cross Drug Co. "
nrp wronslv lettered. The discarded Government.
-

The committee will report Friday
resolutions admitting New Mexico
and Arizona. At the first New Mexico election a substitute for the article
on amendments will be voted on. This
substitute provides for the submission
of amendments by a majority of the
legislature and ratification by a majority thereon. The provisions regard-Inelective franchise and education
are made less easy of amendment than
now provided In the constitution. The
provision in the enabling act providing
a language qualification for
holding
office is repealed. Arizona will vote
upon a substitute for the' article on
the recall. The resolution will undoubtedly pass the house next week.
I believe a majority in the senate favor this resolution. Possibly an effort
by some republicans will be made to
prevent a" vote in the senate. If delay'
occurs the republicans must bear the
responsibility. Please
send above
news to all democratic papers for
publication this week.
"A. A. JONES,
(Signed)
"For Committee."
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Opposite Y. M. C. A., E.Las Vegas

Is there anything in all this world
that Is of more importance to you
than good digestion? Food must be
eaten to sustain life and must be digested and converted into blood. When
the digestion fails the whole body
suffers. Chamberlain's Tablets
are
a rational and reliable cure for indigestion. They increase the flow of
bile, purify the blood, strengthen the
stomach, and tone up the whole digestive apparatus to a natural and
healthy action. For sale by all druggists.

Foley Kidney Pills take hold ot your
system and help you to rid yourself of
your dragging backache, dull headache, nervousness, impaired eyesight,
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
and of all the ills resulting from the
Impaired action of your kidnevs and Estimates Furnished on All Kinds ot
bladder. Remember it is Foley KidBuilding job Woik a Specialty.
O. O. Schaeney Pills that do this.
Phone Main 336. . Opposite Optic.
i
fer and Red Cross Drug Co.

Frank Revell,

LAS VEGAS
VICINITY has a
7p HIS cut
extremes of heat

din-at- e

,

i

of unsurpassed healthfulneis with-or cold, having nearly 300 days of

&

'
sunshine in the year.
The water supply is abundant and pure, furnished by mountain
streams or from wells of not great depth.
The annual rainfall amounts to nearly 19 Inches, average, occur
.
ring principally in July and August.
The soil is highly fertile ani easy of working, being generally
,
sandy loam especially retentive of moisture.
Lands here are lower In price than we know of anywhere else
1
where conditions are equally good.
forCrops are principally alfalfa, oats, wheat, potatoes, corn and
age. Sugar beets promise to be profitable.
successful
"Dry Farming," practiced scientifically, la proving to be
here, a large area being under cultivation.
An irrigation system to cover many thousand arces surrounding
the city is now being constructed.
Mining developments in the adjacent mountains are showing up
is Quarried
very promising values. Building stone of superior quality
nearby.
The Pecos National Forest, which is near, affords excellent graznominal cost Stock
ing for large numbers of cattle and horses at a
business.
a
is
profitable
raising
A great natural pleasure ground abounds in this National Forest,
with its grand scenery, its trout streams and big game.
Beautiful mountain resorts within easy access ot the city are open
all the year for health or pleasure seekers.
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ELEMENTS RAGED IN THE CITY CHIEF INTEREST CENTERS N DIS
THIS AFTERNOON
MOIS- POSAL OF ROGERS KIDNAP- '
TURE WAS NEEDED
ING CASE
converting the street into verlt- able rivers and soaking the soil to
depth of several inches, a heavy rain
fell this afternoon. A severe hail and
electric storm of about ten minutes
aurauon accompanied the rain. It is
oeiievea consiaerame damage was
done the fruit by the falling pellets
oi ice. several windows were broken
In the city and limbs and twigs
torn irom tne trees. Vivid
iignimng and crasning volleys of
uuinuer maoe timorous people shake
m weir ooois. inough tne lightning
played near the city it is not reported
as having struck within the city lim- -

DISCHARGED
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sot won bv him who earns' most, but by him who
saves most. No matter what he makes the man
who spends all will always be poor. Ts

Save Something

.
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Every' pay day, be it ever so little; Deposit it with
this bank, so the cash will earn something; for you.
Don't be ashamed of depositing- small sums.
"Many a mickle makes muckle."
-- ".
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LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
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Labor Notes

THE LOBBY

A government Institute for the promotion of the silk industry Is to be established In Italy.
Seventy labor unions have become
affiliated with the California btate
Federation of Labor eince last

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

THE

BEST GOODS

SOCIETY

Every fourth woman in New York CHAPMAN
City is a wage earner. Of this num
ber only 47 per cent earn more than
$6

a

week.

In the state of Washington the com
pensation act will go Into effect October 1 and the woman's eight-hou- r
work day on June 10.
The maintenance of way men of
the Canadian Northern Railway have
been granted an increase In their pay
amounting to 14 per cent.
Tn th
vianer making Industry of
France nearly 82 per cent of the masters are organized, as against only 21
per cent of the employes.
The Intel national Iron Molders'
Union now has an approximate mem
bership of fifty thousand. Three new
unions were added during last month.
It Is reported that one thousand
men joined the United Brotherhood
of Carpenters and Joiners within two
weeks recently at Oshkosh, Wis.
Toronto (Ontario) stage employes
have petitioned the managers of the
of
local theatres for an increase
wages. Severa' conferences have been

RESTAURANT AND CAFE
OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

BUSINESS

AND

LODGE

DIRECTORY

RED MEN

NO. Z, A. F.

Meet In Fraternal Broth
erhood hall the sleep of the fourth
Thursday of each month, eighth
thirtieth breath. Visiting
run,
brothers always welcome to the
wigwam. W. O. Wood, sache"m;
David Flint, chief of records and
collector of wampum.

com-

A. M.

HANDLED

Regular
munication first and
third Thursday in each
month. Visiting broth,
ers cordially Invited.
William H. Stapp. W. M.; vnas. n.
Sporleder, Secretary.

Wanted

NO. 2,

(

B. P. O. ELKS

Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
TEMPLAR
KNIGHTS
month at O. R. C. halL Visiting
cond Tues-da-y
cPnclav
Brothers are cordially invited. G.
Maat
month
In each
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D- - W
Optic's Number, Main 2.
sonio Temple at 7:30 p. m. C. u.
Condon, Secretary
Re
Boucher, S. C; Chas. Tamme,
ADVERRATES FOR CLASSIFIED
corder.
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tues
TISEMENTS
day evenings each month, at Fra1NU.
d,
VEGAS
CHAPTtn
LAS
Five cents per line each Insertion.
ternal Brotherhood hall. Visiting
ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular
Estimate six ordinary words to a
Brothers cordially invited to attend.
convocation first Monday
line. No ad to occupy less space than
B. F. McGuire, President; E. C.
in each month at Matwo lines. All advertisements chargWard, Secretary.
sonic Temple, at 7:30 p.
ed will be booked at space actually
H.
A.
m.
Rutledge,
J.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
set, without regard to number of
Sporleder,
P.; Chas. Hwords. Cash In advance preferred
NO. 804 Meets second and fourth
secretary.
Thursday In O. R. C. hail, Pioneer
building.
Visiting members are cor
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E,
invited. W. R. Tipton, G. K.;
dially
Thurs
fourth
S. Meets second and
E. P. Mackel, F. S.
dftva In Masonic Temple. Mrs.
AVANTED 3 first class dressmakers
held.
Agnes M. Tripp, Worthy Matron; I. O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
for fine work. Madame Self Dress
The new button makers' union of
Thomas B. Bow en. Worthy Patron;
of
side
1. Meets every Monday evening at
north
Plaza,
making parlors,
Iowa, is steadily increasin
Muscatine,
Mrs. Minerva A. Howell, Secretary.
415.
Phone Main
their hall on Sixth street. All visit
beIts membership and bids fair to
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street
lng brethren cordially invited to atunions
local
come one of the strong
WANTED A woman for cooking and
tend. Carl Carl Wertz, N. G.; A.
NU
In Iowa,
LODGE
1,
DORADO
'
EL
housework. Apply 1100
T. Rogers, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
general
Members of the International Print
Meets
PYTHIAS
KNIGHTS'
OF
Seventh street.
Secretary; W. E. Crltes, treasurer;
union
Assistants'
and
Pressmen
ing
C- - V.
Monday eve
every
Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
commenced to advocate San
WANTED
Parties in Las Vegas who have
hall
In
Castle
ning
con
1915
the
for
Francisco. Calif.,
LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MODwould like to trade city property
Visfting Knights are
vention of the union.
here for farm land in Illinois or
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Invited.
cordially
According to statistics compiled by
Texas. For further information see
Meets the second and fourth Fri
Liebsch-nie- r,
Chas.
E.
in
union
Wood
Workers'
Germany,
Harris Real Estate Co., 614 Lincoln the
days of each month in the W. O.
Chancellor
the average hours of 211,000 work
Avenue.
W. hall, at 8 p. m.
Christopher
Commander.
Harry
49,
people were 57 per week, while
Clay,; Venerable Consul; George
Martin, Keeper of
061 worked less than 54 hours.
A first class seamstress.
WANTED
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague,
Records and Seal.
The present membership of the In
assistant deputy. Visiting Neigh
Inquire Mrs. Ward, 902 Third St.
associa
ternational Longshoremen's
bors are cordially invited.
FRATERNAL
NO.
LODGE
77,
BALDY
tion In the United States and Canada
Meets
first
AMERICA
OF
UNION
Is 32,000 and the growth has been
DENTISTS.
and third Wednesdays of each
8,000 In the past two years.
Brotherhood
Fraternal
at
month
French lpundry workers organized
FOR SALE Carload of very fine
F. R. LORD
hall. A. E. Hay ward, F. M.; W.
young mules, right age and size recently at San Francisco. The work
Visiting memSecretary.
DENTIST
lor nara work. Will sell by span of organizing is being carried on un
Invited.
bers
cordially
Office Pioneer Building
or give bargain on the lot. Chas, der the supervision of the steam laun
Rooms 3 and 4
dry workers' union of the city.
Glasgow, Colfax, N. M.
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD, NO. Office
Phone Main 57
There ars about 28,000
102 Meets every Monday night at
Main 413
Residence
Phone
more
with
in
Germany,
FOR SALE Harness Break cart. Bike association
their ,hall in the Schmidt building,
than 4,000,000 members, and these,
in good order, cheap. S. P. Flint.
west of Fountain Square, at eight
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
with their families, represent nearly
o'clock.
Visiting members are cord
of the total population.
DENTIST
room modern house.
J'OR SALE
B.
B.
presiwelcome.
Gehring,
dially
Tbo federation of trade unions con
two lota on hill. 1018 Fourth St.
Mrs. Emma D. Burks, Secre- Suite 4, Crockett
dent;
Building. Has phones
nected with the building Industry in
tary; C. Rally, Treasurer.
France
decided
has
the
bodies
which
office
and
residence.
at
EGGS
KGGS,
Thoroughbred
single
comb Rhode Island Reds from the form It shall no longer take part in J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
best laying strain la America. $2 any building operations connected with
ATTORNEYS
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tuesper 15. Inquire rate for special prisons.
of the month In the vestry
day
It is announced at Champaign, III.,
Chester A. Hunker
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8 Geo. H- - Hunker
mating. E. S. Lewis, Phone Main
that the Illinois traction system will
323.
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
&
HUNKER
HUNKER
grant a second raise of wages for the
Isaac Appel.
cordially invited.
at Law
Attorneys
motormen
t:nd
will
conductors
which
FOR SALE Some gentle driving and
President; Charles Greenclay,
Las Vegas
New Mexico
saddle horses', weigh from 800 to become effective May 21. The increase
1050 lbs. Lester Sands, 620 Dou- will be from $2.25 to $2.70 for a working day of nine hours.
glas Avenue.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY,

HDIMMa2K1!D&
AT RIGHT PRICES

Reg-Vul-
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FOR

-

GRADUATION PRESENTS
ALL KINDS, ALL

PRICES

OUT OF TOWN ORDERS RECEIVE IMMEDIATE ATTENTION

T

T A (UJ !P
JEWELER, Las Vegas,

11.

HI.

For Sale

one-thir-

DON'T

FOR SALE Legal blanks of all
scriptions. Notary seals and
ords at The Optic oftce.

derec-

SALE Thoroughbred R, C.
FOR
white Wyandotte eggs, $1 for 15. In- quire 813 Douglas Ave., Phone Ve-

gas

15.

FOR BALE Buff Plymouth Rock
baby chicles, $14.00 per 100. Money
must accompany order. Mrs. Mag
gie EL Stevens, Humboldt, Kan., R 2.

For Rent
FOR RENT Dandy Underwood type
writer. Inquire G. K. & Co.

AFTER THE

1912 CONVENTION

First steps in a
movement to bring the republican national convention to Chicago in 1912
were taken yesterday by the board of
directors of the republican county
central committee at its annual meet
ing. Resolutions were passed requesting the republican national committee
to pick Chicago as the next convention city and urging the national committeeman from Illinois, Frank O. Low- den, to use his Influence to that end.
Chicago,

May 12.

Money Back
G.

MURPHEY SELLS REMARKABLE CATARRH CURE

FOR RENT Nicely furnished fr6nt
Pour a few drops of HYOMEI (pro
room for lady, with privilege of us
nounced
)
into the hard rub1024
Third street.
ing piano.
ber inhaler and you can then breathe
into the lungs the very same antisep
tic, germ killing air as you would
LOCAL TIME CARD
breathe in the Australian forests of
eucalyptus, where catarrh Is unWE8T BOUND
known.
Arrive
And HYOMEI is so pleasant to use;
1:50 P.M. you'll like to use It; when you breath
No. 1
6:15 A. M, I the effect on the Inflamed catarrh
No. 3
5:15 P. M, infected and germ ridden membrane
yo. 7
6:35 P. M. i3 soothing and healing.
No. 9
In five minutes you get such won
Depart
derful
relief that you will know that
2:10 P. M.
No. 1 U
at
last
you have a cure for catarrh.
M.
6:20 A.
No. S
A HYOMEI outfit which consists of
5:40 P. M.
No. 7 ......
7:00 P. M-- one bottle of HYOMEI, a hard rubber
No. 9
packet inhaler, a medicine dropper
and
simple instructions for use, costs
EAST BOUND
only $1.00, and extra bottle of HYOArrive
MEI, if afterward needed, costs only
9 10 P. M. 50 cents.
2
No.
11:10 P. M.
No. 4
And besides catarrh, remember that
1:15 A. M. HYOMEI Is guaranteed to cure asth
No. 8
1:45 P. M. ma, croup, broncihtls, coughs, colds,
No. 10
sore throat, or money back. HYO
Depart
No-N9:15 P. M. MEI Is sold by leading druggists
2
11:20 P. M. everywhere, and by E. G. Murphey,
4
1:25 A. M. Trial sample free from Booth's Hyo- No. 8
MO P. M. mel Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
No. 10
High-o-me-

DELAYED
GET

BABIES TO

POO

APIECE

CHILDREN
CHEROKEE INDIAN
WILL BE APPORTIONED VALU-ABLPROPERTY
E

BECOME

BENT

OR UGLY.

The necessity for round or stooped
shoulders does not exist, since there
is on the market a brace to correct
such conditions, which may be worn
without inconvenience or discomfort,
and consequently will be worn a
length of time to produce satisfactory results.
As a rule, most shoulder braces are
not only uncomfortable, but bind the
form In such a manner that they Interfere with the circulation and perhaps produce more harm than good.
The Rexall Shoulder Brace is made
entirely of cloth is extremely light
and may be worn without Its presence being noticeable to any marked
authorities
are
degree. Medical
agreed that in it all the objectionable features of most braces have
been overcome, and we most heartily
recommend it to you.
We have the Rexall Brace in all
sizes, suitable for the child of four
years or the adult weighing 300
pounds. Price f 1.00. Can be obtained only at our store The Rexall
Store. E. G. Murphey.
suffl-ficin-

Washington, May 12. Justice Staf
ford of the supreme court of the Dis
trict of Columbia has upheld the constitutionality of the Cherokee "too late
baby" case. The effect of the decision
is to sustain the department of the interior in its enrollment as citizens of
the Cherokee Nation of the 5,610 children bora to members of the tribe be
tween 1902, when the property of the
Indians was apportioned, and March
rolls
4, 1906, when the citizenship
were, finally closed.
Under the terms of the law these
children were not eligible to enrollment. The Cherokee council passed
a resolution in 1905 recommending
that congrefs enact legislation providA commiting for their enrollment.
tee was sent to Washington and prevailed upon congress to comply with
this request. Congress passed a resolution on April 26, 1906.
Balllnger ordered the
For tender face and neck after shavenrollment of these Cherokee chilto
each
property ing, for pimples, black heads, dandruff
dren, apportioning
said to be worth $4,000 to $5,000.
or any skin or scalp disease use
ZEMO and ZEMO SOAP.
In the Wake of the Measles
ZEMO Is guaranteed to relieve all
The little son ef Mrs. O. B. Palmer,
Little Rock, Ark., had the measles soreness and Itching. The soap Is
The result was a severe cough which part of the treatment, best for all
grew worse and he could not sleep. toilet purposes.
She says: "One bottle of Foley's
Sold by druggists everywhere and
Honey and Tar Compound completely
cured him s id he has never been in East Las Vegas by E. G. "Murphey.
bothered since." Croup,
whooping
cough, measles, cough all yield to Foley's Honey and Tar Compound: The
Foley Kidney Pills take hold of your
genuine Is in the yellow package al- system and help you to rid yourself of
O. G. your dragging backache, dull headways. Refuse substitutes.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
ache, nervousness, Impaired eyesight,
and of all the ills resulting from the
impaired action of your kidneys and
To transform friends Into enemies bladder.
Remember It is Foley Kidsimply tell the whole truth about ney Pills that do this.
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
them.

MEN:

SHOULDERS CORRECTED
Parsons who find themselves in
clined to have round or stooped
shoulders will Indeed be glad to learn
of a brace which will correct these
conditions without inconvenience or
discomfort.
.
We have obtained the exclusive
agency for the Rexall Shoulder
Brace, made entirely of cloth, light,
cool and comfortable, and which may
be worn unconsciously except as a
person assumes an Incorrect attitude
Braces which bind continually on the
body have a tendency to interrupt or
interfere with the circulation, and in
this way perhaps work more real
harm than good. Medical authorities
agree that the Rexall Shoulder Brace
is the nearest approach to perfection
that has been Introduced along this
line.
We have this brace In a large assortment of sizes, and can fit any person.
Please bear in mind this brace can
be obtained only at our store The
E. G.
Rexall Store. Price $1.00.
Murphey.
ROUND

TO CONTRACTORS

Sealed proposals will be received up
to noon of June 1st, 1911, for the
erection of additional buildings in connection with St Anthony's Sanitarium,
East Las Vegas, N. M. Plans and
specifications can be seen at the office
of E. W. Hart, architect. East Las Vegas, N. M., and at St. Mary's Academy, Leavenworth, Kan.. Bids to be
addressed to Mother Mary Olive, Si.
Mary's Academy, Leavenworth, Kan.
The right is reserved to reject any
or all bids.
TAX PAYMENT

NOTICE

The second half of taxes of A. D.
1910 Is payable now and will be delinquent and subject to a penalty after
June 1, 1911.
Dated at Las Vegas, N. M., May 11,
1911.

'

WHO SAID FISHING?

We want you to come
in and see our complete
line of fishing tackle.

Thef ishingseason opens
the 15th, so now is the
time to buy your outfit
and be ready when it
N
opens

GEHRING HARDWARE CO.
515-5-

18

DOUGLAS AVENUE

11-3- 1

EUGENIO ROMERO.
Treasurer and Collector.

if
mm.
HE
mill

for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trouble, and urinary irregular! tie.
Foley Kidney Pint purify the blood, txstora lost vitality and vigor. Refuse substitutes.

-

f

FOR SALE BY O. G. 8CHAEFER AND RED CROSS DRUG CO.
.

-

-
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FIST
Erect,

Square-Shoulder-

ed

fa

Always look and act successful. Today, personal appearance goes a long
way and no one can be careless
the impression they create
It requires a stretch of imagination
to believe a
fellow
possessed of much energy.

I:

!

NO BASEBALL IN STRUGGLE

The Hub Cloth ing House
Will conduct a special sale of
clothing and

BIG

GATBCITY THIS

LEAGUES IS ON

SUMMER

IN EARNEST

furnishing goods that has never been surpassed (if equalled) by any store in this vicinity

stoop-shoulder- ed

SHOULDER BRACES
Offer you the best possible assistance in
correcting any inclination to round or
stooping shoulders and, by compelling
deep breathing, add to the general health

BLUE

LAWS

BLAMED FOR

INASIONS EAST AND WEST WILL
GIVE THE FIRST REAL

CLASSIEST
TERRITORY
OF

TEAM IN

mm

in o)f

"LINE"
I

With the big league games this
or the wearer.
Is
reached
here
the
that
today
report
week
the
This brace may be worn without disengagements
comfort, has no metal parts to bind or from the date City. It is said the became general and the first real
chafe and does not interfere with the management paid off the players who
test of relative strength began.
circulation.
noWe have the Rexall Brace .in all siies reported (or the early season and
Of course, the main Interest in the
for men, women and children give us tified the others under contract that
National
League centers In the threeyour chest measurement.
they are free to play with any other
teams they may choose.
The clamp- cornered pennant fracas which moat
lid" is al- followers of the game consider will
of
the
down
"Sunday
ing
E. G. MURPHEY
leged to have been the cause for this be fought out among Pittsburg, Chi
Rexall Store
action, although why that should af cago and New York. A good many
fect baseball, a good, clean sport, Is
more
not known. It will come as a blow to now are conceding Philadelphia
the fans throughout New Mexico than a look in, too, figuring that the
d
to know that Raton's-.flying start of the Dooina should
University of
Even carry them along, even should they
team has gone on the hum.
though Las Vegas, Santa Fe and Al- begin to flag. But the Pirates now
buquerque knew the Raton aggrega- are only one full game behind, runtion probably could win two games ning smoothly in the field and
out of three from their less preten
fiercely and consistently behind
Albuquerque, N. M.
tious teams they took pride in know- good, steady pitching. It the Pirates
ing New Mexico could support such should win today and the Phillies
loose today, the lead will be narrowed
a cla&sy bunch of ball players.
School 1911
Whatever effect the lid may have to a theorectical point or two; merely
had on baseball in Raton it is no mis the difference in the total number of
take to believe the aforementioned lid games played; and should the
Sa
get no better than an even
is down and tightly fastened.
Six Weeks, June 5 to
in
break
the series they still would
as
loons are closed all day Sunday,
July 14 ,
are billiard and pool halls. The fact be in easy striking distance of the
that billiard halls allowed young boys lead, ready to go to the top at any
Principal Subjects Offered:
to gamble and pay slot machines in Iflicker of the Philadelphians.
But only one full game behind the
their places is said to have been the
General History, lEnglish
come the Giants, with Mug
Pirates
to
for
them
cause
commanding
close on Sundays. The slot machines gy McGraw, scrapiest or managers,
Literature, physics,
have been banished aid no gambling out to redeem lost laurels this season
Chemistry, Zoology,
with a peppery, fighting team, whose
either boys or men is permitted.
by
Modern
Classics,
weakness h on the mound, and
only
Languages, Special Cour-..- ,
with material there .that. '9 likely to
;
sea for High School .
ME-PEN- N
round Into winning form at any time.
Mathew&on, the mainstay pf many a
Instructors. Vocal and
hard fought campaign, still i
In
Instrumental Music.
la showing
shape.
RACE TOMORROW grand
the best style of his erratic career.
excellent
both
W,!,lts& and Ames,
Course
Fee for
bet
are
when
getting
right,
pitchers
SPRINGFIELD, MASS., TO BE THE
as
Is
as
Crandall
good
and
ter
daily,
Five Dollars
SCENE OF INTERESTING
to toss into the
with
Raymond
ever,
AQUATIC EVENT
ioing whenever the insect shows a
Exclusive of Laboratory Fees
flash of his really brilliant ability.
Sorinirneld. Mass., May 12. With
The Giants are ready and fit to Rive
of
one
the expectation of witnessing
a determined account of themselves
the greatest aquatic events of t'.io
Circular of Information on
this season and it looks now, from
he
of
of
enthusiasts
year, hundreds
their game rally after a sorry start,
application to the Registrar
sport came pouring into Springfield as if the club that beats them out will
of the University.
today to attend the boat ract nr.d get to the world's series.
the varsity crews of Yale
s
champion
the
And
of
Pennsylvania,
the University
comes that Chance has
Word
Cubs?
Connection
the
rowed
to
be
which is
asked for waivers on two of his
cut river tomorrow. It will be the
pitchers of the last five seafirst time in years that the two var- standbyReulbach
and Jack Pfiester.
sons,
sity crews have met and ths first "Lack of control" is given as the reatime that the Yale crew has appeared
son why "Big Ed" may not again hold
on the Connecticut river slice J $77.
Brooklyn helpless with that almost
at
i:v.;
rowed
The race will be
power he always has showed
uncanny
be two miles
o'clock and will
team or why the "Giant
over
that
the
at
will
be
straightaway. The start
no
is
longer considered fit to
filler"
Country Club in West Springfield and face McGraw's array with that formthe finish at the North End bridge.
assortment of sweeping
Robert Herrick, an old Crimson erly deadly
curves
that used to be the
portside
Haroarsman and chairman of the
Overall has
Giants.
of
the
terror
vard rowing committee, will referee
of the pruned diBrown,
Only
gone.
the contest. The final practice spins
remains of the "Big Four" that
of the two teams were taken today gits,
of mawith the Tigers and supplied
toyed
and were witnessed by hundreds of
defense of the Cub machine
best
the
of
the
banks
spectators who lined the
at its finest. Can Brown, slowing In
river.
mechanical ability, but with the master brain as of old, carry the burden,
,
with Weaver, a recruit, and Richie
and McInMre?
FIGHTS SCHEDULED FOR
Toney and Griffin, raw youngsters,
TONIGHT
may round to. Chance may pick up
other good pitchers in trades or by
10
purchase. But admirers of the Cubs
357.
vs.
Frankie
Burns,
Jim Kendrick
Phone
must pdmit that the iron grip of the
at New York City.
rounds,
has been broken and. that,
slabraen
' Tr.Ariia
12
vs.
Jack
Rantrv
Ryan.
an
with
incomplete Infield the Cud
rounds, at South Bend., Ind.
must
machine
rely more than ever on
Kil
Packey McF&rland vs. Tommy
and
the chances that a
fierce
hitting
bane, 10 rounds, at Buffalo.
club must take when its integral parts
are working, none too smoothly. The
In a Pinch, Use Allen's Foot-Easpresent eastern trip of Chance's men
Ladies can wear shoes s one size will come nearly telling the etory of
smaller after using Allen's Foot-Easthe season for that club. If it can
the antiseptic powder for the feet. It stall through the journey and return
makes tight or new shoes feel easy; home within a few games of the top,
gives instant relief to corns and
there will be a chance for another
It's the greatest comfort dis- flag In the Windy City. If not, the
covery of the age. Relieves swollen chances are all the other way.
And while the National League leadfeet, blisters callous and sorespots.
for
relief
sweating,
certain
a
is
It
ers are at each other's throats in the
are
tired, tender, aching feet. Always use east, followers of the game
Sold
everyshoes.
spectacunew
in
the
it to break
watching with Interest
where, 25c. Don't accept any substi- lar career of the Detroit Tigers in
address the west, wondering if the Invaders
Bead Th Optic. It carries the full tute. For FREE trial package
Y.
'
N.
Le
will be able to put a crimp In the al-S.
Roy,
Olmsted,
Allen
Associated Press report.
No baseuall lor Ralon this summer

Saturday, May

13,

Monday

15,

Tuesday

16

East-and-We-

Price, $1.00

,

high-salarie-

New riexico

hit-in- g

Summer

A FEW OF THE SPECIAL PRICES BELOW
All $25.00

Suits, new line
Blue Serges, Blacks, Greys, etc.
Price for three days $17.50.
ALL OTHER

SUITS REDUCED ACCORDINGLY

One lot men's $1.50 and $2.00

Urtderwear

Two-Pie- ce

actly

at- - ex-

Half-Pric- e.

Shirts, soft collar or
collar band, all new spring
styles. Choice 95c each.
All $i.5o

$5.00 Patent Leather

Walk-Ov- er

Shoes. Price for three
days, $2.85 per pair.

Pitts-burge-

and $7.00 Hanan
Price for 3 days, $4.65

All $6.00

Shoes.

per pair.

,

Many goods will be placed
on tables so you can make your
own selections.

boat

REMEMBER THE SALE LASTS FOR THREE DAYS ONLY

the

four-time-

Painting
and
Paper
Hanging

First class work
and best
my
terials isEstimotto.cheerful'
mates
ly given.

H. T. Davis
Mn

e

e,

Dun-Ion- s.

mi imp

LOTH

most unbroken front Jennings' men nine games while the Athletics are
have opposed to the strongest western winning that many before the lead
'
clubs.
changes hands. Of course, Detroit's
Two cluhn now are mentioned as present spectacular percentage, 21
pennant contenders in the younger games won out of 23 played, cannot
big league, Philadelphia and Detroit. endure. It is almost an unparalled
At the opening of the season it was start. But It gives the club a fine
a hardy dopester who would give any working margin on which torest its
other team a chance with the Athlet- regular pitchers, to try out youngsters
ics. Then came the Highlanders and to run along easily and confidently,
tore Into the Mackmen with results while its rivals must fight to the finthat stood the baseball world on its ish for every game.
ear. Boston, too, took grievous falls
Of course, the Invasion from the
out of the world's champs, who gave east may tell another etory. But it
a good Imitation of a team, that will have to be a vastly different
didnt know which way to start. But story to affect the stride of the Tigthe wise ones still shook their heads ers or to shake them down to even
terms with the present champfons.
and said, "Walt"
Of course, the season Is young. The
Red Sox and the Yankees have about
MEN MEET
TRAVELING
settled to their accustomed places.
12. Delegates
Tex..
May
Marshall,
The Athletics have heen climbing,
from
visitors
throughout
and
polnta
But
should.
as
champions
climbing,
what, nhout Detroit. Younsr as Is the the state were on hand todav at the
season, the Tigers are Bteamjng' along opening In this city of the annual
with a lead of eight full games over convention of the Commercial Travelthe innocuous Red Sox and nine and ers of Texas. The business sessions
intera half games over their real rivals, will last two days and will he
of
numerous
features
with
De
means
That
that
spersed
the Athletics.
troit must lost, obligingly, more than entertainment.

CURES
BLOOD POISOH
Contagions Blood Poison usually begins with a tiny sore or pimple as
the only outward evidence of its presence. But in a short while its many
The mouth and
symptoms begin to make their unwelcome appearance. comes
out easily,
throat ulcerate, itching rashes appear on the body, the hair
brown splotches appear on the limbs, etc. So highly contagious is the disease that it is sometimes communicated from one person to another by the
use of the same toilet articles or handling the clothes of an infected person.
S. S. S. has been curing Contagious Blood Poison for more than forty years.
It goes right down into the circulation, and removes every particle of the
While curing the disease S. S. S. adds richness and nourishing
poison.
will find
powers to the blood, and a person who is cured by the use of S. S. S. S. S. S.
that every portion of the system has been benefited by the treatment.
cures so perfectly that there is never any return of the old symptoms ; it
drives the poison completely out by purifying the blood, which is the only
safe and sure way to treat the disease. Write for our Home Treatment Book
and any medical advice you may desire, free. S. S. S. is for sale at drug stores.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO, ATLANTA. CA.
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Noise But the Wind
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OVERLAND MODEL 51
WITH FORE

DOORS

"The Hill Climber," the Carl hat Does Things
J. E. ROGERS, Agent..

Slm

W

mtt,

ALBUQUERQUE

MAY 17 AND .18, 1911
Tickets on sale Hay 15, 16, 17, 1911. Final
return limit, May 20, 1911 fare
for the round trip

$6.40

D. L. BA TOHELOR, Agent.

Trjf an Ad. in The Optio'o

"Want Columns"

9
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What You Can Get in

1

I

Fruits and Vegetables

I.nfAI.

II-

NEWS

I!-

Always, get
barber ehop.

,

LAWN MOWERS

'I

tie ; best at

Nolette's

$3.50 and Up
i

AT

THE STORE THAT'S AlVAYS

Old Crow sold over the bar at
i
Long's Buffet.

BIM

Lunch every morning at

10

l.

..

Buy

'it.'

Old Mowers sharpened by new method;
called for and returned for $1.00

tioleproof ;!?!

r.iov

Phone Main

193

or Main

For the first time in five years the
The Ladles' Altar Society of the
lilac bush in the Plaza park
Persian
West side Catholic church will give
The flowers have a pein
is
bloom.
hall.
a social this evening-iMackel's
culiar purple color that is pleasing
to the eye and are extremely frag- Sundays' baseball game between the
Prant.
For several years the bush aa&
Maroons and the bankers should be a
no flowers owing to the fact
borne
good one, s the two teams are prac
the
that
spring frosts have injured
each
evening.
ticing
It This spring several of the ladies
A chicken pie supper will be served of the park board took especial pains
at the corner of Sixth street and Lin- to care for the bush. They covered
was
coln avenue from 5:30 to 7 o'clock It up on evenings when frost
expected, tucking it away to bed like
next Tuesday evening.
a baby. Their reward has been the
beautiful
blossoms.
Juan Garcia y Gonzales of Sapsllo
this morning applied at the court
John N. Kinney, formerly of Find-lahouse for $2 as bounty on a coyote
O., arrived yesterday from Chikilled by him recently near his tome.
cago to take the position of bookoffice1 of the InvestThe stray dog nuisance is now caus keeper in the
& Agency corporation. A. R.
ment
Com
ing considerable annoyance.
who held the position for
plaints of vicious dogs in various parts Kingsbury,
was an efficient bookand
some
time
of the city, which are allowed to run
has
been
obliged to quit on
keeper,
are
also numerous.
ioose,
Another
account of poor health.
Investment & Agency
at
the
change
Don't forget the chicken pie supper
office is the resignation of Gordon
which the ladies of the Methodist
who has quit as stenographer
Duncan,
church are to serve In the Coors build-ingto go to work as bookkeeper for the
next Tuesday evening.
Colorado Telephone company.

Choice Colorado Spring Wheat
Choice Durham Seed Wheat
Choice Ghurson White Oats
Choice Millet Seed
.

FREE!

Las Vegas Roller Mills
Phone Main 131

ESTABLISHED 187

First National Bank
Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier

Black Twig
Newtown Pippin
Yellow Pippin
Winesaps

The Kareful Klothirig Kleaning Ko.
614 Lincoln Avenue

IT is just as necessary to disinfect and clean your 1. H.

chicken house as well as your own house if
you expect your chickens to be healthy and lay
eggs.H We have Pratt's Poultry Regulator; pre.
vents Cholera and is a Great Egg Producer Also
have Hygeno the Great Disinfectant for chicken'
houses. Keeps them absolutely free, of Bugs of
'
all kinds.

n Win i.

Hayward Co. Store
x

Pa I greatly disapprove of that
young Smithson, and one particular
reason is his lack of industry in his
.
calling.
Daughter His calling?
Why, he
calls seven evenings In the week.
Caseel's Saturday Journal.
Tony Faust draught beer is on tap
at the Opera Bar, and Is one of the

STEARHS,
GROCER.

nt-and-

FOR

27

YEARS MRS. MARY
BIGLER SUFFERED UNCOM-

A.

PLAININGLY

Sweet release from suffering was
accorded Mrs. Mary A. Bigler this
morning at 3 o'clock when she passed
quietly, aw&y at her home on the mesa,
Mrs.
nine miles east of Las Vegas.
Bigler had been a hopeless Invalid
for tweny- seven years. For over
twenty-fiv- e
years she had been entirely helpless, being cared for with Infinite tenderness and patience by her
husband, C. C. Bigler, who survives
her. In addition to her husband, Mrs.
Bigler is survived by fou sons, three
of whom reside in Iowa and one in Il
linois. The sons will be unable to
come here to the funeral, which will
be hld Sunday afternoon at 2:30
o'clock at the home. Rev. E. C. An
derson, pastor of the First Methodist
church, will conduct the services and
interment will be in Masonic cemetery,
The Ehock of Mrs. Bigler's death is
severe upon the bereaved husband as
an only daughter died sudden'y a few
months ago while accompanying her
father to town in a buggy.

-are

can make them.

GREENBERG ER
"A Square Deal"

(Electric
The Electric Way

is the only way to make delicious, crisp toast. Set the
toaster on the table, take the
toast off as you like it
-- :-

:-

Eas Uegas Eight
$ Power 0o.

finest draught beers served over any
bar in the city.
, Occasionally a girl doesn't

try to

flirt because it's involuntary.

t

The choicest line of HAMMOCKS

CAKES

RETAIL PRICES

MADE RIGHT
Give Perfect Satisfaction
Our cakes are made of the
best material, baked in a
Sanitary Way we make
VANILLA
COCOANUT
CHOCOLATE
CARAMEL

lbs. or More, Each Delivery
lbs. to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
lbs. to 1,000 lbs., Each Delivery
lbs. to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less Than 50 lbs. Each Delivery

2,000
1,000
200
60

j
!

.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
40c

,,7

,

Perry Onion
r- -

Store Phone Main

ror r

462,

ANGEL FOOD AND
LOAF NUT

...,
--

.

'.'

20c per 10e lbs.
25o per 100 lbs
30c per 100 lbs!
40c per 100 lbs
50c per 100 lbs.

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice the Puritv
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las
Vegas
Famous-Off- ice
701
Douglas Avenue

NUT

Prices for flother's Day
;
75c
Carnations, per dozen .
Roses, per dozen
$1.25
Stocks (white) per dozen
,.75c
others,-ttltOAnd small quantities of a few
same reasonable prices Order early. ' , .,
(' '
....

From $1.00 to $6.00

J. C, JOHNSEN & SON

SPICE

k'

6f

GUARANTEED SOCK, and we
stand back of the guarantee.
A new pair for every pair
We carry them in all ages
that shows a hole in 6 months
in Plain
wear. We can supply you from 4 to 15 years and
and Fancy
Tan
Blue,
White,
with Black, Tan or Black with
Patterns, and sell them at 50c
White Feet.
each, much cheaper than you

EATING APPLES

Requires a skillful process Td take a garment
and clean it without shrinking or spoiling the shape
requires experience. We have been in the business
for a number of years and have the experience.

'

are better blouses than
home sewing can produce-are
made by expert workers under ideal
factory conditions-a- re
correct as to style and
guaranteed.

VERY CHOICE

DRY CLEANING

r-.fi'-

made Hose.

Boy's Blouses

Shipment

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domcstio and Foreign Exchange.
A

j A

agents for the

They are the ORIGINAL

g

OF

ion

WELCOME RELIEF

Have Us Launder
Your Underwear

The

i: 'v

sale
WE areabove

There will be a social dance given
For the purpose of becoming better
by the Ladles' Auxiliary to the O. R. acquainted with each other and planC. at the O. R. C. hall next Tuesday
ning work for the betterment of their
evening. Refreshments and dance, church in Las
Vegas, men of the First
10 cents.
Baptist congregation will tonight sit
about banquet tables in the
Live wire suggestions to live wire together
the church. Arrangements
of
men from a live wire store. Don't be parlors
have been made to lay plates for evhandicapped elsewhere before you
man In the congregation and it
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
see our new line of hats, shoes, shirts ery
Is expected that most of them will at .the Opera Bar. Served from bar
and neckwear. Taichert's, Douglas
be present. The pastor, Rev.,0. T. rels on, the bar.
avenue.
Miles, will preside, and talks will be
men present.
Best draught beer in the city, at
The Ladies' Aid of the First Metho made by several of the
the Lobby, of course.
dist Episcopal church will serve one
Sheriff Secundino Romero and his
of their excellent chicken pie suppers
have practically completed
deputies
corner
Coors
of Sixth
in the
building,
Jurors aud
street and Lincoln avenue, next Tues the work of summoning term
of the
witnesses for the May
7
5:30
to
The
o'clock.
from
price district court for San' Miguel county,
day
of the Bupper will be 35c.
which will begin Monday. The Job has
a big one and( while it was
The Boy Scouts will go on a hiko beenj
the sheriff's office has been
underway
Into the country tomorrow morning
deserted by practically everybody but
to do some scouting. They will be Lw.
B. Stapp, under sheriff.
A great many of our men cusunder the guidance of Scoutmaster
tomers
send us their underwear
George Fltzslmmons and the party YOUR IMMEDIATE
ATTENTION
and hosiery, along with their
will gather at the Y. M. C. A. bv.ild-inShould be given to any tendency on
for the beginning of the trip.
linen. It Is a good habit.
the part of your children to become
There will be a regular meeting of round shouldered. This is because
We wash these garments
are
Las "Vegaa Camp No. 13,779,. Modern of the fact that such tendencies
cleaner and better than th
childhood
in
corrected
more
easily
Woodmen of America, tonight at 8
work can be done elsewhere,
ato'clock at W. O. W. hall on Sixth than in later years and, if proper
and they are not worn so much.
is
child
is
the
tention
given them,
street Neighbor Z. W. Montague, who
We do not shrink them, even
to
to
attain
every
advantage
given
attended the recent territorial camp at
woolen garments are returned
One
man
or
womanhood.'
Santa Fe a a delegate from Las Ve perfect
the same size as when sent us.
cannot
careful
too
be
concerning
gas, will tell ofhlatrlp and an interWe
Iron the garments nlcel7,
ro
these matters or the means taken
esting session is anticipated.
make ordinary repairs free of
correct such Inclinations.
charge and you have fresh,
Most
shoulder braces
produce
sweet underwear ready
clean,
in
harmful
interfere
effects
that
A New
of
they
for each week's change.
with or retard the circulation. The
Rexall Shoulder Brace most effecBundle yours up with next
tually overcomes the objections raisweek's bundle.
ed to most shoulder braces on the
market and for this reason is strongly recommended by medical authorities. We have the exclusive sale of
Las Vegas Steam Laundry
this brace in' this city and can "At
any one from the child of four years
Phone Main 81.
.,
to the adult weighing 300 pounds.
JUST IN
Can be obtained only at our store
te. G.
Rexall Store. Price .$1.00.
Murphey.

We give absolutely free one
NEW STYLE ASBESTOS ,
BREAD TOASTER with each
sack of OUR PRIDE FLOUR

Graaf

DEATH CAME AS

n

FOR YOU SEE WE HAVE- -

&

PHONE MAIN 379

25-ce-

CALL ON US

Phone Vegas 450

LUDWIG Wfl. ILFELD

We advertise "pay if satisfied with
meals." So far everybody
our
has paid. The White Kitchen.

194

FREE!

FOR MEN. WOMEN

Home dressed and live chickens,
turkeys. Pete Roth.

1

.fri

tlosisrg

o'clock

at Long's Buffet
Missouri and California Strawberries, Wax Beans from,.
Texas, Florida Tomatoesk Jumbo Bananas, California
Head Lettuce, Blood Oranges from Florida,
Grande Leaf Lettuce, Sweet Navel Oranges in all
'
sizes, Extra Fancy Apples from Oregon and Colorado"
Loquats
Green Asparagus
Texas Cucumbers
New Potatoes
Green Onions
New Cabbage
Red and White Radishes
Native Rhubarb
Soup Bunches
Spinach
Oyster Plant
Leek
Mustard Greens
Horse Radish Root
Summer Squash

igp

,

15c

Fresh Every Day at

GM$i? ton o

wood

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

"

'

& Son

Ranch Phone 276.

1

BOUCHER'S
(The Coffee Man.)

Anthracite

root oMmln

Coal, all

sizes-Ste- am

Coal-Sa- wed

Wood and Kindling

MmfnSI

